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, 12 Pages; 72 Columns.

All the news that's fit to print.

ERA•

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

1101 KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN

COUNT/ KENTUCKY
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APRIL 8 1944

VOLUME XXXIV, NO. 26

NEGRO ASSAULTED REWARD OFFERED WILL NOT BE
BY WIOTECAPPERS.
TAKEN ALIVE
1 DEADLY DISEASE
FOR CAPTURE OF MEATHOUSE THIEVES.

Taken in Night Clothes ,From Home, After
Being Questioned About Meathouse
ats4
obbery.--Roughir Handled.

Organized Band of Robbers
Seems to be Operating
In County.

ATTACKS

STOCK

ON

Slayer of Young McIntosh Declares He Will
Resist Arrest and Trouble
Is Feared.

A

CASKY FARM.
Many Robberies.
The whitecapping is supposed to
be the outcome of a series of most Place Is Quarantined and
daring and successful meat house
Further Spread Will Be
robberies. :A number of meat houses
of farmers in various sections near
Prevented.
AFTER BEINC BEATEN BY town have reoently been
entered and
MOB
large arpounts of meat secured.
Everi effort has been made to *apSince last Tuesday night Mr. Bal
prehend the thief or thieves, but the Petty of the Casky vicinity, has lost
five mules and one horse, every head
offices are baffled at every turn.
of work stock on the place. The disAfraid to Talk.
A logro living.in Hubbardsville ease which has proven so deadly
who reported to know the full de- was pronounced diphtheritic .sore
Members of Band Had Faces tails as interviewed this morning throat by the veterinary surgeon and
•
but pcisitively refused to make any is very contagious. It affects the
Blacked and Were Other-

HUH IN A POND

WAS PARTLY HANGED

is

slateMent in regard to the affair. It throat of the animal similar to diphis supposed that the negroes are theria in people, the air passages beafraid to tell anything about it for coming choked up and breathing
fear of calling down the vengeance Impossible.
The stricken animals
HAPPENED NEAR TOWN.
of the whitecappers upon them- suffer greatly, before death relieves them.
selves,
Wednesday the last of the work
vilb gm los
Particulars have leaked out of a
mules died and it was dragged off by
En
raid made near the city by a band of
the only two animals left on the
•
whitecappers early Sunday morning.
place, the horse and a yearling mule.
This team was then tied out in the
About two o'clock Wash Childress,
woods and this morning they were
colored, who lives in the settlement
dead also. The best vt terinary attenof Hubbardsville not far from the
ACCIDENTALLY KILLED IN
Western Kentucky Asylum for the
tion was given them but nothing
FLORID
A
his
door
of
Insane, was called to the
could be done to stop the ravages of
dwelling and made a prisoner by a
the disease. The animals were the
joint property of Mr. Petty and Mr.
-s,b of men who hai their faces
Remain
s
Brought to Old J. F. Garnet t.
ekened and were variously dis144mefor Burial.— Oth4d.
The place has been quarantined,
the stables thoroughly ventilated
Questioned by Mob.
er Deaths.
1
questione
and disinfected, but no more stock
d in regard to the
e was
eroue meat house robberies
will be allowed on the farm for several days. The disease has not apwhich have occurred recently, ..:t
(From Thursday's Daily.):
stoutly denied having any knowNews was received by relatives in peared in any other localities and it
is thought that a further spread will
ledge whatever of any of the crimes. this county today that
Mr. Frank
Roughly Handled.
Giles, Ilion of Mr. Thad Giles and be prevented.
He was beaten and cuffed about by grandson of Mr. Jesse Giles,
Mr. Patty is having a run ol bad
WAS acmarauders
luck.
still
sticking
During the recent storm his
and
to cidentally killed in Florida
the
;. esterbarn was blown down upon a wagon
his denial was ducked in a pond and day. It was no:stated how the
young
was suspended by the neck until al- man came to his death but as he was and buggy and some pieces of farm
machinery, to says nothing of the
most choked. All the time the negro employed in the phosphate
mines it
damage resulting to his tobacco.
was clad Only in his night clothes. is supposed She accide.it
occuired
Finally failing to get any informa- there. He was about
twenty-four
Howell Briefs.
tion from their victim the negro was years of age and had been
living in
released and the band dispersed.
Florid& for the past seven years. He
Howell, Ky., April 6, 1904.—Mr.
Judge Fowler Informed.
was unmarried. The body will arrive
Frank
Quarles of near Hopkinsville
rho matter has not been officially here tonight and will be interred in
reported to the police,lout as it hap- the Wilkie burying ground near spent a day recently with T. J.
Nuckols looking after his sister's
pened outside the city limits it would Howell.
jurisdicti
on.
Chilfarm.
be out of their
dress told the circumstances to Judge
MiSb Inez Meacham, Mrs. Haynes'
Mrs. Schmidt's Death.
W.T. Fowler but had no evidence to
sister,
returned to her home in TenImplicate any one and so no action
Mrs. Jusie Schmidt, wife of Mr.
Henry Schmidt, a Paducah citizen, nessee last Monday.
could be taken.
Mr. Louis Gregory returned reJudge Fowler stated that in the died at the asylum Tuesday night.
latter part of last week the meat Her remains were taken to Paducah cently from St. Louis and has been
house of Mr. John White was robbed. and the burial will take place Fri- very ill.
Mrs. W. W. Radford visited her
The meat was suspended in a barrel day at Oak Grove. '
c
Mrs. Schmidt had been at the mother near Clarksville last week.
-ern which a wire ran into Mr.
-kite's room where it connected asylum ifor the past six years. BeMrs. Boyd of Hopkinsville visited
bed.
over
bell
his
electric
sides
her
husband
two
children,
an
.
7
0
both Mrs. C. N. Fox and Mrs. T. F. Clarsupposed that any one touch- boys, survive her.
dy last week.
bell
cause
the
would
pis barrel
Miss Edith Allen is teaching the
lug, but the thief entered the
iDeath:oflYouth.
Garrettsburg school since 'Miss
eat house breaking two locks, cut
Willi+ Golliday, the fourteen-year- Earle's departure for
Newport to
„ this wire without ringing the bell old son of Mr. James R. Golliday of teach in the graded school,
, and got away with the meat without the Graicey vicinity, died yesterday
Mrs. Eliza White has been visitof peritonitis. Funeral services were ing
. awakening the owner.
her brother at Julien who is
Followed Tracks.
held this afternoon, conducted by
quite ill.
: The next morning, however, Mr. the Rev. I. N. Strother, of Cadiz,and
Messrs. L. A. Tuggle and Tandy
1, White and Mr. W.H. Nixon claim the remains were interred in the
Grubbs spent last Sundayiin Howell
to have followed tracks left in the family burying ground.
visiting friends.
mud from the meat house directly
•••Vbs
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Dixon are attO Childress' house. Mr. Wbite
tending the Ham meeting in Hop'came to town and swore out a search
kinsville.
searched
the negro's
warrant and
wise Disguised.

FRANK gills 0

rm

(From Thursday's Daily.)
Meat thieves entered the meat
house of Mr. D. E. Fowler,father of
Judge W. T. Fowler, on the Clarksville pike, last night, and secured
eight large hams and two sides of
meat. Sflie entrance was secured in
the usual manner by twisting the
lock off with a steel bar, the lock
being taken away by the thieves.
There were three men in the party
and their tracks were followed from
the meat house door through a fresh-

NAS*VILLE, Tenn., April 7.— re-enter school.
The Tetinessee State Republican conventioniwill be held in Nashville to-

ith

day. ES Veld that Jesse Littleton
will certainly be nominated for gov-

Ci.A.
Bean the

good reputation.

ernor.

&Pm=
of

—Incognito.

rir CP
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Ths Kind You Have Always Bought

LATE NEWS BY WIRE
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Plow Bridles
Team Bridles
At Your Own Price

Yes, we have it.

Pillsbury's
Bcst

For I Week or Until Closed Out,
Commencing

Saturday, Mch 19
Two dozen Cheap Plow Bridles

50c
60c
73c
78c

Worth 75c at

All :of yea that
want the hard
wheat flour call
and get a sack.
We give a cake
of Fleischmann's
Yeast with each
sack for the ',next
few days.

"Notwiths tending the rough treatment he received and the exposure
hildress was able to be out on the
tpet yesterday, but showed signs of
usage. The negro citizens
io knew him say that he had borne

JUST ACROSS LINE

JAIL SENTENCE.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 6.—Attorney James A. Violet, a prominent
attorney WWI given a jail sentence of
ly plowet1 field, a clover field and a Happenings L in
Kentucky six months and fined $250 for mawheat field to the pike. The rob.
licious shooting. This is a second
and Elsewhere Told by
bery was undoubtedly the work of
conviction for shooting Wingate
Correspondents.
the orglmized band which had been
Thompson.
perpetrating such bold and success•
ful robberies recently.
(Special to New Era.)
FAVORABLE REPORT.
These robberies have becomeaso
WASHINGTON,D. C., April 6.—
MADISONVILLE, Ky., April 6.—
frequent and the usual methods of Lewis Wilbert,the
The
ways and means committee will
boy who killed
apprehending the thieves having ut- Gus McIntosh at
Mannington yes- probably favorably report today the
terly failed,Judge Fowler this morn- terday, has declared
he will not be bill granting to tobacco growers tree
ing offered a reward of fifty dollars taken alive, and serious
trouble is trade in leaf tobacco in line with the
for the arrest and conviction of any feared when an effort
is made to ar- report of tne subcommittee. The bill
meat thief. It is hoped that this re- rest him. Deputy
Sheriffs Powers is expected to go through the house
ward will be the means of inducing ard Stanley have gone
to the scene at this session. What Senator Alsome one knowing the guilty parties of the killing. The tragedy
happen- drich's finance committee will do
to give information sufficient to land ed in this county just a
few feet with it is another question, but the
them behind the gars. The local po- across the Christian
county line advocates of the bill believe it will
lice havakione everything in their which divides th‘town of Manning- become law before adjournment.
power to apprehend the guilty par- ton.
The family medicine in thousands of
ties but so far have been baffled at
The killing was the result of an homes for 52 years—Dr. Thacher's Liver
every turn. Several times blood- old
quarrel, McIntosh having Shot and Blood Syrup.
hounds have been used but the
thieves are shrewd enough to outwit
them, and recently one of the dogs
WAS poisoned by eating a piece of
meat that was left lying on the trail.
It is also feared that if the robberie
continue and the thieves are not
caught that more raids of whitecap
bands will result.

FL OUR

LITTLETON WILL
house Saturday but did not find anyLittle Mary and Edward Quarles
BE
NOMIN
ATED,
thing.
returned to Clarksville Monday to

and slightly wounded Wilbert :about
The weapon used
by Wilbert Was a 14-caliber revolver.
He fired five shots, every one taking
effect. McIntosh was a prominent
TRACEDY AT MANNING- merchant and Wilbert is a
son of J.
A. Wilbert, a prosperous business
TON OCCURRED
man and postmaster of Mannington.

six months ago.

WTCoopor
& COMPANY
Wholesale & Retail Grocers.

Red Front Phone116

One dozen Plow Bridles

Worth 85c at
Two dozen Plow Bridles

Worth $1.00 at
Two dozen Heavy Plow Bridles

Worth $1 10,* at
Two dozen heavy Plow Bridles

Worth $1.20 at
2 doz fancy extra heavy Shop Made
team bridles, worth $2.50 each, at
1. doz Plain extra heavy Shop Made
Bridles at
2 doz heavy plain Team Bridles

50 /
1.00

.

P

Worth $1.35 at

on

Come quick if you want
any of these. They will go fast.

F. A. YOST & CO.
207, S. Main Street.
Harness and Saddlery.

ezze

.4

ECZEMA

SUBSCRIPTION
ISI HELDWALID.
Are

VERY TRYING TO WOME

The World's Greatest
Skin Humour.

Tennessee Supreme FiCourt Dismis
ses Suit
Wi
to
thhold Railroad Subsidy

the Peculiar Ills Brought on by Catarrh- of the
Pelvic Organ
(Pe-ru-na is a Tonic Especially Ada
pted to Their Peculiar Diseases.)

Catarrh is a very frequent cause of
that class of diseases popularly known
as female weakness. Catarrh of the
pelvic organs produces such a variety
of disagreeable and Irritating symp.
toms that many people—in fact, the
majority of people have no idea that
they are caused by catarrh.
A great proportion of women have
som
e catarrhal weakness whkh has
The Supreme Couzt of Tennessee, proposin
been called by the various doctors she
g to cure defects in the elechas dismissed the bill of the Red I tion
has consulted by as many different
was uutionstitutional. The court
name
s. These women have been
River Furnace company vs. the Ten held an
treated and have taken medicines, with
election carried by fraud
no relief, simply because the remedies
nessee CentralkRailroad company could not
be validated by the generare not adapted to catarrh. his through
and the city of Clarksville, the ob- at asse
a mistaken notion as to the real nature
mbly, but that the charges of
of
the diseases that these medicines
ject
of
whic
h
was
If there were not another external
to invalidate the bill upon this
point were too
have
been recommended to them.
skin disease known, eczema would be a Clarkeville's $100.000 subscrip
tion to vague. The court held that the road
If all the women who are suffering
sufficient infliction on mankind. It per- the railroad
with any form of female weakness
. The bill sought to re- had beee comp
leted within the time
vades all classes, and descends imparwould write to Dr. Hartman, Columstrain the city's bond issue on the spec
bus, Ohio, and give him a complete
tially through generations. While some
ified in the proposition, as condescription of their symptoms and the
grou
nd of fraud and irregularity in tended
are constantly enveloped In it, others
by the defendants. The court
peculiarities of their troubles, be '
have it confined to small patches in the the election voting the subscription
immediately reply, with compi
also sustained the constitutionality
ears, on the scalp, on the breast, on the and alleged that
rectlons for treatment, free of Charge
the legislative act of the curative act.
palms of the hands, on the limbs, etc.,
"Health and Beauty,"a book writ
especially for women, sent free ten
but everywhere Its distinctive feature is
by
Dr. Hartman, Columbus, Ohio
a small watery blister, which discharges
. an acrid fluid, causing heat, inflammaMiss Alice Dressler, of No. 1343 Nort
h
tion, and intense Itching, scaling and
Bryant Ave., Minneapolis,Minn., writ
es
crusting.
as follows concerning Peruna:
The Cuticura treatment is at once
"I was suffering from catarrh of
the
agreeable, speedy,economical and comthroat and head. One of my coll
ege
prehensive. Bathe the affected parts
friends, who !If visiting me, asked me
freely with hot water and Cuticura
to try Peruna and I did so and found
it
Soap, to cleanse the surface of crusts
all
and more than I had expected.
and scales, and soften the thickened YerKes' Substitute For
It
the Gaines Bill Renot only cured me of the catarrh,
cuticle. Dry, without hard rubbing,
but
resto
red me to perfect health."—Alice
and apply Cuticura Ointment to allay
co
mm
en
de
d
By
Co
mm
ittee.
itching, irritation and inflammation,
Dressler.
and soothe and heal, and, lastly, take
Miss Mamie Groth, Platteville, Wis.
,
Cuticura Resolvent, or Pills, to cool and
writes:
cleanse the blood. This treatment af"1 have for several years
suffered
fords instant relief, permits rest and
with
frequent backache and would for
sleep in the severest forms of eczema
several days have splitting head
and other itching, burning and scaly
aches.
Seve
ral of my friends advised me to
humours, and points to a speedy, pertake Peruna and I asked my phys
manent and economical cure of torician
turing, disfiguring humours, eczemas,
what he thought of it. He reco
mA despatch to the Kentucky New which
rashes and inflammations,from infancy
mended it and so I took it and
elim
inat
es
am
the
six cents a
to age, when all other remedies and the Era
entirely without pain of any kind now.
from Congressman A. 0. Stan- pound tax
best physicians fall.
on leaf tebacco.
—Mamie Groth.
Sold throuishoul the Todd. euticu Resolvent,
ley announces that the Ways and
80e.
The bill which the
On form of Chocolate Coned Pills, Ve.raper
In a recent letter from No. 2 Gran
subc
vial
of
SO,
ommi
ttee
t
Ointment, St.. Soap,38e. Depots Londo
V Charter.
Means committee has acted favora- ordered
Ave.
, Denver, Col., Mrs. Ida L. Grego
house eq.; Paris,•Ana de la Pale: Boston.n,
favo
137
rably repopted to the
Ave. Potter Drug k Chem. Corp., Sole Proprie Coltunbud
tors.
writes:
eirtkaa for Row to Cure ir4111111."
bly upon the bill to remove the tax full comm
ittee is the substitute
"Some six years ago my husband s
on leaf tobacco. This is a matter in measure
fered with nervous prostration,
suggested by Commissioner
an
Are You a Dyspeptic?
which all growers in this section of Yerkes,
advising with a friendly druggist
and takes the place of the
h
If you are a dyspeptic you owe it the coun
brought home a bottle of Peruna.
try and citizens generally Gaines' bill
H
to abolish the tax on
health was restored from its use,
to yourself and your friends to get
hi
are deeply interested. Faithful and both leaf
Mrs.
Loui
appet
se
ite was increased and restful sleep
West
brook, No. 9 East Deputy of Detroit
well. Dyspepsia annoys the dyspeptobacco and "twisted toInde
pend
ent
Orde
of
r
Columbia St., Detroit, Mich., Secretary
came to hini."—Ida L. Gregory.
tic's friends because his disease sours effective work has been done in the bacco."
Good Tetnplars, writes as follows:
of the West Side Lotus Club, writes:
Miss Florence Murphy,No.27o3seco
his disposition as well ha his „eom- interest of the measure by Mr. Stannd •
"Peruna has been a blessing to me Av.
Mr. Yerkes saw admi
,Seattle, Wash., writes:
nist
rative
soh. Kodol Dyspepsia pure will not ley and other representati
"For several years I suffered with and gladly do I indorse it. For two
ves and difficulties in the way of
"I suffered for over a year with
female
abolishing lencorrhcea and painful menstruation, years I suffered with catarrh of the troub
only cure dyspepsia, indigestion and
le, and although I tried sever
they were ably assisted by Messrs. the tax
al
on
stom
whic
ach.
h
the
was
I
lost
foll
twist, but none on the
owed by general debility,
flesh and grew thin and physicians none
sour stomach, but this palatable, reof them seemed to bs
R.
E.
Coop
emac
until
iate
er
and
d,
I
E.
was
nerv
M.
but
Flac
ous
and exhausted, so' able to help me perm
a wreck of myself.
k, of natural leaf, or tobacco in th
constructive tonic digestant strengB hand, Than
anently.
ks to Peruna I am a well woman that I could neither Work or enjoy "It only
thens the who's digestive apparatus, this city, who addressed the com- as it is termed.
took
a
littl
e over three bottl
This relief has been to-day."—Louise Westbrook.
life. I began taking Peruna and can now
of Peruna to make me well and stroll
and sweetens the life as well as the mittee, and Charles E. Barker, of soug
eat and enjoy everything I eat. I have
ht by the southern raisers
Miss Jessiemene Westland, No. 767
I never have backache,headache or
gen-stomach. When you take Kodol Pembroke.' The
been well over a year now." — Miss ing
Christian county orally.
Clea
ubie
down pains any more."—Florence
n
Ave.
,
Detro
it,
Mich
.. District Jessiemene 'Westland.
Dyspepsia Care the food you eat is
p1M111111=L
men were at Washington for some
Murp
hy.
Mr.
Stanley wires the Kentucky
enjoyed. It is digested, assimilated
A 4'
time
and
brou
ght
ever
•
y argument to New Era that
•
•
•
and its nutrient properties appropri•
•
every effort will be
ated by the blood and tiseues.Health bear upon the committeemen to con- made to
have the house pass the bill
Barker-Rives.
is the result. Sold by R. C. Hard- vince them of the justice of the
bill, at once.
wick.
Antiouncement is made of the en-we
:Cood for Children.
ARTIFICIAL NICOTINE. gageetien t of Dr. J. L. Barker,
Secretary Hitchcock has paid out
of this
The pleasant to take and harmle‘s
$892,000 to lobbyists in connection One
city
,
and
Miss
Mar
Minute Cough Cure gives imy Belle Rives, of
with an Indian claim. Senator Platt mediate relief in
near Casky. The wedding will oe
all eases of Cough, Tobacco No Longer Nec
essays "this is one of the nacist notori- Croup and LaGrippe because it does
cur at the bride's home some time
sary to Meke the Drug.
ous instances of lobbyinig that has not pass immediately into the stomthe latter part of April. Both Both
ach, but takes effect right at the
seat
ever come to my notice." A discus.
Dr. Barker and Miss Rives are well
A Henderson correspondent of
of the trouble. It draws out the
the
insion of it occupied several hours In
known and extremely popular in soflammation, heals and soothes and Western Tobacco Jour
nal writes:
the senate last week.
We can help you, if you neea a New
cures permanently by enabling the
cial circles throughout Southern
"The farmers of Kentucky
Matting,
are
lungs to contribute pure life givi
Kentucky, and the announcement of
ng complaining about
or Carpet, Window Shades, or anything in
the low prices
and life surtaining oxygen to the
Makes a Clean Sweep.
the way
their approaching marriage will be
they get for their tobacco,
of
an
especially received with great interest—Pem
odd
There's nothieg like doilng a thing blood and tissues. One Minute Cough
piec
e
of
Fur
niture.
thoroughly. Of all the Salves you Cure is pleasant to take and it is for the leaf and lugs, while the price broke Journal.
Rocking chair weather is hearly here; we
ever heard of, Bucklen's Arnica good alike for young arid old. Sold for trash is kept comparativel
have
y high
Salve is the best. It sweeps away by R. C. Hardwick.
Best Cough Medictne For
the
Roc
by the demand of the nicotine
ker
s.
menuand cures Burns,Sores,Bruises, Cuts,
Children.
lacturers. It.looks ae if this cond
Over 75 patterns of high-grade Carpets. Bru
iBoils, Ulcers, Skin Eruptions and
When you buy a cough medicine
stion
woul
d
be
changed, and that for small children you
Piles. It's only 25c, and guaranteed
sels
want one in
,
Vel
vet
s, etc., to select from. Can cut any of
trash and stems would be too
to give satisfaction by Li L. Elgin
low to which you can place explicit confithese carpets without waste
and Cook sk Higgins, Druggists.
pay for hauling.
dence. You want one that not only
relieves but cures. You want one
•'An invention has been discover
aducy Trouble Ivakes You Miserable
Let us work over that old piece of Furniture
ed that
Rev. Dr. Easton, of Whshington,
is unquestionably harmless.
that
by a young and ambitious chem
ist You want one that is plea
Almost everybooy who readl the newsD. C.. has resigned because his conis
too
good to throw away.
sant to take I
Japers is sure to know •-;f t ,e woncierfu whereby he can produce nicotine in Chamberlain's Cou
gregation would not lift the church's
gh Remedy meets'
cut....: r.ade by Dr large quantities that
debt and pay taxes on it Ike othei
01,7--1i
nature has in all of these conditions. There is!
i I.:;imer's Swamp-Root
property. He said "Our ord never
stor
e.
It
can
, the great kidney, live,
be made at a very nothing so good for the coughs and
ran in debt, and he pat his taxes
colds incidemt to childhood. Tr. is!
1
and
bladd
er remedy.
nominal cost, and, no doubt,
like a gentleman."
will also a cert
It
is
the
great
ain preventative and cure I
medi
.4
1?..t.0
,. cal i.fiumph of the 71;rie. revolutionize the. nicotine business, for crou
p, and there is no danger
Ballard's!Horehounci Syrup.
teenth century; di-- or surely the sheep
dip
trad
what
e."
ever
from whooping cough when
Ninth Street, Near Main.
covered afer years of
:Immediately relieves horse, ctouit
is
give
n.
tc
It has been used in many
ientif
ic
research b.
py coughs. oppressed rattlilng, raspNOTHING EQUAL
epidemics of that disease with perS Dr. Kilmer, the cm
eg and diffiult breathing. I Henry C.
pect success. For sale by L. L. El:tent
kidney and
Stearns. druggist, Shullsbdrg, Wis.,
gin.
-ler
specia
list,
and
is
writes May 20, 1901: "I have been --:.nderfully successful
in promptly cur..,e To Chamberlain's Colic, Choler'a and
selling Ballard's Horehound Syrup 'are back, kidney.
blacker, uric acid trot
••••••••••••••
Trigg Rural Route.
for two years and have never bad a oles and Brigh
Diarrhoea Remedy for Bowel
Disease, which is the
t's
preparation that has given better 'Jrrn of kidney troub
WHITE'S CREAM
Mr. H. Montgomery, of Toronto,
le.
Complaints In Children.
satisfaction. I notice that when I
Dr. Kilmer's Swamn.Root is mit re.k.
sell a bottle they come .back for rnmended:or every
"We have used Chamberlain's Col. 0., has been in Trigg county this
thing
but
if
vou
have
kid
Rost in •uontity. — Best in Qua
more. can honestly recommend it. :Icy, liver c, bladd
1111.
er troul-le it w'll be foun,_ ie, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy week looking over the proposed rural
26c, 50e, $1. Sold by Ray dt
juzt the remedy you need. It has beer •e.,te: in our family for years,"
free delivery mail route in the northso many ways, in hospital work,'n privat: B. Cooke, of Nederlansays Mrs. J.
c, 1Z6 MS X" 4L.Me 7..a Ta 3E81.1a C3r ear X IS
ds,
Texa
s.
'141111•
"Do It Today.'r
practice, among the iv...Ipless too poor 'o pur "We have given it to
ern part of the county leading out Prepared by----laulk,
all of our chilJAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louis.
The time-worn injunction, "never chase relief and has prove(.4 so suceesslui
dren. We have used other medicines from Cadiz, and it is probable that
put off 'til tomorrow whatl you can every case that a special arrangement ha5 for the same purpose, but never the first rural route will soon be
Sold by Ray(a Fowler.
beer made by which all readers of ih;s pane: found anytning to
equal Chamber- opened up in Trigg county.
do today," is now generallyi pres
who
have
There is
not already tried it, may
entlain's. If you will nse it as directed
ed in this form:"Do it todap I" That sample bottle sent free by mail, also ii've
it will always cure." For sale by L. also another proposed route route
a
b
is the terse advice we want to
telling more about Swamp-Root and how t L. Elgiu.
leading out west from Cadiz.
you about that hacking cough orgive
find
oet if you have kidney or b;adder troubte.
deTIME CARD.
tnoralizing cold with whichlyou have When writing mention reading this gencrow
Effective April 13th.
been struggling for several days
NORTH.
Tho
offer
ugh
A
tfu
in
Man
this
l
.
paper and
,
SOUTH.
Nothing has ever equalled
No 62 St Louis Express
perhaps weeks. Take some reliable send your address to
9.60 a m No 61 St Louis Express
M.
Aust
M.
in,
Winc
of
hest
er,
Ind.
6.18 r
,
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail
Nothing can ever surpass it.
remedy for it today —and! let that Dr. Kilmer& Co.,Bing9:47 p m No 53 St Louis Fast Mail....5:40 le
knew what to do in the hour of need. No 92 Chicago and New
au I
remedy be Dr. Boechee'sj German I hamton, N. Y. The
No 91 Chicago and New
His
wife
0
rlea
had
u
Syrup, which has been in i use
such
Limi
s
unus
Lir
ted
an
.
fifty
ual
cent
case
and timmAot swent r.-Rnot.
of
T.;:40 a m
Orleans Limited
—
fort rer
11:68 p ix
over thirty-five years. A few dose
stomach and liver trouble, physi- No 66 Hopkinsville Accom _8:45 pm No 66 Hopkinsville Acc
s iolfrar sizes are sold by all good druggists.
om..6:00 a m
Nos 52 and 64 connect at St Louis for
of it will undoubtedly relieve your
clans could not help her. He thought
all points west.
Don't make any mistake, but re
No 51 connects at Guthrie foi Mem
cough or cold, and its continued use
phi
s
line points as far south as Erin
of
mem
ana
the
nam
ber
tried
e,
Dr.
King
Swamp-hoot, Dr.
's New Life and for Louisville, Cineinnatian
for a few days will cure you comd the east.
Khm
er'
Swa
s
mp-Ro
ot.
and
Pills
Nos.
the
and she got relief at once and .
ad53 and 55 make direct connecti
pletely. NO matter how deep-sea
ted dress, 13inghampton, N. Y.. on every
ctunati and all points north and east on at Guthrie for Louisville, OD
your cough, even if dread oonsumpwas
fina
lly
cure
MNS17 PTION
d.
Only
25c,
at
L.
thereof. Nos 53 and 66 also connect
L.
Price
For
and
tion has attacked your mutes, Ger- bottle.
Elgin's and Cook ,St Higgins' Drug for Memphie and way points.
50c & 41.00
OLDS
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and
man Syrup will surely effect a cure—
Storas.
will not carry passenvers to
(75 .4h.IS
C,rt.I.4M.•
t
sout
h of Evansville, also carries through
as it has done before in thonsandsof
Perf
A
----ladder
ect
kidn
For
•47
All
ey
sleepers to St. Louis.
Thro
at
and
The
Kind Yoe Have Always BRIM
B.... the
No.
apparently hopeless cases of lung cu.np
93
thro
ugh
Fatal
ture
Cure:
d
Lung Troubles.
troubles ; and Tampa, Fla. sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augus
trouble. New trial bottles, 25; regucan
alwa
ys
be prevented by the use i Guthrie for points Also Pullman sleepers to New O•leans. Connects
Money beck If It fails. Trial Bottles free.
lar size, 75c. At all druggists.
east bed Weet.
ot Foles's Kidney Cure.
J. 0, HOOE, Aim

Affects Every; Age and ONEIHUND
RED THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR T. C.
Condition.

The Only Sure Cure is
Cuticula.

TO TAKE TAX OFF
LEAF TOBACCO

STANLEY WIRES MEASURE WILL BE PUSHED.
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A Dreaded
Time,

Spring Cleaning.
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KEACH
FURNITURE CO.
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For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.
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The Keystone
of Good Health
is pure food.

Lion Coffee
is all coffee—no glazing of
eggs or glue to conceal defects and cheapen its quality.
Fresh and uniform, rich
in flavor, because always in

sealed packages— never in
bulk.

and there was a smaller percentage
of rejections than at any earlier period of the present season.
Reports received from the board of
inspectors show receipts for March
Is THE LOCAL TOBACCO to be 366 hogsheads, as comptsred
with 2,020 hogsheads for the same
SITUATION.
time last year; receipts for the year,
The, union revival meeting opened voice. His solos were delightful.
405 hogsheads, as compared with
auspieiously at the taheruacle Sun- There was a choir of competent sing5,135 hogsheads last year. Sales for
ers and all the music was beautiful.
day.
Immense congregations atSome Hopeful Signs.—
past month, 340 hogsheads, as corn
Mr. Ham made an excellent imprestended both the afternoon and evenMonthly Report of the
pared with 333 hogsheads last year;
sion. He is a man of handsome aping service and the Rev. 'Mordecai pearance and much magnetism. He
Inspectors.
sales for the year, 837 hogsheads, as
with
Ham' sermons were heard
compared with 760 hogsheads last
talks earnestly and simply, is free of

GREAT CONGREGATIONS THRONG TAB- NOT QUITE SO DARK
ERNACLE AT OPENING OF HAM REVIVAL

eine i attention and deep interest.
An attractive feature of the meeting
was the singing.
Before 3 o'clock people began pour!
ing iato the tabernacle and by the

pose, and seems to have no thought
but to advance the cause of Christ.
His afternoon discourse was of an
introductory nature, the subject being "revivals." At night another

Reports received from the board of
inspectors and Warehousmen of this
city show the tobacco market to ha
in a slightly iu.proved condition,
while there is an encouraging increase in the volume of business dope
in almost every line of the trade.
Excellent seasons for handling the
weed have prevailed for several

time the praise service was conclud- large congregation was present. Sered, fifteen or eighteen hundred peo- vices will be held at 3 p. m. and 7:30
p. m. daily. A special service to
ple were present. Prof. D. B. Town•
That Fits
er conducted the singing in a master- pray for the success of the revival
Your Face
ly way. He is an accomplished was held this morning at the Chrisweeks. The loose deliveries have
possesses a beautiful, tian church.
—New kind of Razors. New in- leadei and
been increasing until they are now
41111110petee1, quality and finish. Fits—
quite heavy, and the loose sales on
r---thts face so smoothly that thegerii sat in the windows .around the the floor of the warehouses have
-hardest beard yields without- Low inj the West the waning moon
A silver crescent inane,
alter, palms against a backgronnd of been large, and will show a steady
-effort. Leaves the face coinHigh elver head a single star
white decorated its sides, and Easter increase fi•oni now on. There was no
--A—fortable and smooth •
Kept patient watcn alone.
lilies modestly beamed from its fine tobacco among the late offerings,

The Razor

EASTER AT GRACE CHURCH.

I

Yankee and
New'Gem

Safety Razors
Prices
$1.50 and $2.00

COOL & HIGGINS.
Druggists
WITH A LIFE
TIME SPENT IN
the business, and a perfect
knowledge of cigar leaf, enables me to offer to the
smokers in the following
brands, towit:
Gold Standard,
Belvedere Perfecto,
Single Standard
something that is absolutely
the equal if nat the best 5c
brand made anywhere.
There quality merits your
vatronage.

L. LEBKUECHER
Maher.

Look them
over carefully, you
will find
every kernel perfect.

The earth was cold with frosty dews;
Bu4 all the East was pink,
As if abed of roses bloomed

whgch were medium grades mostly,

heading.

Chase & Sanborn's
*_ Seal Brand Coffee
i never fails to give the

Vi

1

most absolute satisfaction? Their seal and signature on each pound and
two-pound can in which
it comes is a guarantee
of perfection.

lows:
Processional Hymn,113 "Christ
Todk on a paler hue-Sullivan
Is Risen"
Perhaps the tread of angel feet
Christ our Passover
Read
Had worn away the blue;
Gloria Patri
Mon tell
And tbrough the fleecy clouds appeared
Te Deum
Read
A broad and brilliant ray,
• Jubilate• • • •
Greenawalt
A golden herald bringing light,
I Hymn 121, Alleluia, The Strife is
Thia dawn ot Easter day!
o'er, the battle done—Palestrina.
Offertory
Sentence, No. 406
thel
An atmosphere fragrant with
.Whitney
delicete odors of the returning
Recessional Hymn, Alleluia,
sprinirs first floral tributes, woodSing to Jesus
• Wesley
land ;branches and forest blooms,
The rector read for his text the
greeted Sunday one of the largest
third verse of the first chapter of
congregations that ever assembled in
St. John: "What we have seen and
Eraea Episcopal church.
heard that declare we unto you that
From large earthen jars huge
ye may have fellowship with us and
palms, splendidly green, cast a matruly our fellowship is with God and
jestic'halo over the solemnity of the
His Son, Jesus Christ."
chanoel. Jonquil and white tulle
From this text the rector delivered
ornamented the choir pews. The
a clear, direct message in which he
baptismal font was embellished with
set
forth the divinity and humanity
a mass of pink hyacinth which vied
for supremacy of charm with its: of Christ as demonstrated by his
blanched sisters adorning the top of splendid character and wonderful
the le'cturn around the base whereof! works here among men.

I

stately branches of forest bloom sat
as judges of this esthetic contest.
Filed on either side of it, gracefularmed ferns guarded a cross of daffodils ,which bedecked the organ;
whilei many fruit blossoms stood
ready for duty at the organ's rearing.
The Walls were frescoed with great
branches of red-bud centering in a

The work done by the choir is entitled to special commendation as

the numbers were rendered with a
graceful ease ;which evidenced diligent prepartion.
Immediately after the morning
service a baptismal service was held.
In the afternoon a children's service was held which consisted of the
regular evening prayer, an address
cross of daffodils and purple hya-i by the rector and the children's Eascinth4which was encircled with a ter offering which amounted to $26
diatietri of plum blossoms and purple At this service nine children were
iris. Pots of aepatagus and spren- baptized.

REWARDS WILL BE PAID TO MEN
INHO CAPTURED PEMBROKE MURDERERS
Before adjourning Saturday an order IT issued\ in circuit cot rt for
the payment of the $260 reward offered by GoV. Beckham for the art eat
and ccinvicticti of the party or parties guilty of the murder of the unknowa white man near Pembroke.
Messris. Lawrence Moore and Joe
Jackspn are the men to whom the
moms* will be paid. They well earned the reward hy their clever detective wOrk in this case. Besides this
reward there is $50 offered by the
count' and $100 offered by the citizens of Pembroke which will also be
paid.
Thei following convists have been
taken te Eddyville: Charles Vinson,
horsestealing; five years; Mack
Johneon, cowstealiog, two and a half
years; Dangerflald Ware, murder,
life. Ware was convicted a year ago

P.W!T

(Special to New Era).
JACKSON, Ky., April 4.—Jim
Johnson was killed at the mouth of
George's creek, in Breathitt county,
twelve miles south of Jackson. Johnson was on the river bar at the mouth
of the creek. Bummer Spicer, who
was in a houseboat about 100 yards
distant, is accused of the killing.
Johnson is the nephew of the late
J. B. Marcum. Spicer is a first cousyear. Shipments for past month, 333 in of Sheriff Ed Callahan. Both
hogsheads, as compared with 663 men were about twenty-one years
hogsheads last year; shipments for old, and unmarried.
The shooting grew out of a grudge
the year, 961 hogsheads. as compared
of
long standing, which arose from a
with 1,539 hogsheads last year. Stock
dispute over a tract of land, both
on sale, 1,261 hogsheads,as compared
families claiming the tract.
with 4,677 hogsheads last year; stock
sold, 476 hogsheads, as compared
Judge Kelly Better.
with 515 hogsheads: last year; total
stock on hand, 1,737. hogsheads, as
Judge J. E. Kelly, who suffered a
compared with 6,192 hogsheads last
stroke of paralysis several weeks
year.
ago, is better. He has been with his
You Know What You Are
daughter, Mrs. Geo. W. Boyd, at
Taking
Wallonia, for some time, and about
When you take Grove's Tasteless a
week ago he suffered a relapse and
Chill Tonic because the formula is
plainly printed on every bottle show- it was thought that the end was near,
ing that it is simply Iron and Quin- but he rallied, and continues to imine in a tasteless form. No Cure, No
prove--Cadiz Record.
Pay. 60c.

The musical program was as fol-

On Morning's misty brink.
The sapphire field of night above

State, County and Citizens Will Contribute to Fund For
Clever Detective Work.—Prisoners Are Taken to
Eddyville.—Warders Found to be Insane.

This famous
coffc.e is carefully selected
from private plantations
having established worldfame reputations for producing the choicest
berries. Is it a wonder,
therefore, that

SHOT TO HATO,

of killing John Tandy at a colored
festival near Pembroke and a motion
for a new trial, which had been
pending, was overruled Saturday.
Will oales, Chester Kay and Wilbur Watkins, colored boys, given
one year each for breaking into a
warehouse, were
taken
to the
School of Reform.
Fletcher Warders, colored, was
tried before Judge Fowler this morning for lunacy and was ordered to be
sent to the asylum. 'Warders was recently c3nvicted for receiving stolen
property. Soon after being imprisoned he had begun to show signs of insanity, and his peculiar conduct was
kept up during the trial, but the jury, believing he was shamming, sentenced him to four months' hard labor. A jury this morning, however,
decided that he was really insane.

Cooper WORMS!

To Cure a Cold in One Day incures,,ms.
Take Laxative

on every
Bromo Quinine Tablets:,p
V.46 ZAPIPIL••• box.25c.

Seven Million boxes sold In past 12 months.

Gentle Spring, Gentle
Spring!
And the HUTCHINS
Roller Swing.
This is a revolution in the swing line and if you fail t,)
see it before purchasing your swing this season you will
be disappcinted. We also make the celebrated upright
swing at a much lower price
We would also call especial attention to our large and
well selected stock of

Refrigerators
in all sizes, styles and finishes. The beautiful Opal lined
Refrigerator must be seen to be apprecia•ed
Headquarters for everything in the

Queensware
line,including fine French and German Chinas, English
Semi-porcelean Chamb2r Sets, Bric-a-brac. Cut Glasq, etc
Our stock of

Stoves and Ranges
is complete a.t.d made up of the best lines the market affords, such as the great

MAJESTIC, RELIANCE, DELMAR,
NEVER=BREAK, EUREKA, ETC.
Quality unsurpassed, prices exceedingly interesting. You
are cordially invited to call and inspect these various
lines before making your spring purchases and thereby
save money.

t

ORBES 11FD. Co

11.011MONM•

WHITE'S CREAM

VERIVIIFUCE!
Noet in Quantity.

—

& COMPANY

Has Led all Worm Remedies.
For 20 Years
1111c)Xil:2 23'7C'
AL

Wholesale & Retail Grocers.

fed Froni Phone 116
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JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louis.

Sold by Rey 41 Fowler

/

Beet in Quality.

P'%""""ei"'%"s""•

Tasteless Chill Tonic Million
Grove's
the test
Average Annual Sales crier
and a Half

has stoo4
25 ye;._
'One
this
recort
of
nserlit
_ Does
appeal to you?
No Care,No Pay.
ascamsd with evrAy 1•Nis Is a Tablasmb pilaw otOreves Nock Loot.LiverP.

Atc,*

I

30c.
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New Shirts
Some Very
MEN'S OXFORDS
Shoes That
4
VE
RY
PO
PU
LA
R
Handsome
Need No
Clothing.
Breaking In
Novelties of Most

Distinguished

ChAracter

The Man VW
Ov
b;
I Comes In
Looks

This Spring and
Anderson Shoes Are
Made To Fit Southern
Feet.--ThelMost Fl
exible OaK Soles and
the Finest Quality
Upper Stock Goes
Into Anderson's Spec
ial Brands.

r This Magnificent Array of

Sprinii Suits Is Going to Have

A REVELATION AS TO SECURING FINE
CLOTHES AS WELL AS SAVING MONEY. It will give peculiar
sure to me

Not for many years hay%
men's low shoes bees
much in demand They are
in every sense the same as
high shoes—just as desira
ble, hold their shape and are
a lot more comfortable All
leathers, plain, pat and tan,
at $5 00, $4.00, $3 50, $3.00
and $2 00.

pleasn particular about
their dress to come in and
E HAVE the best of the fine woolens that came look over this handsome collection of new shirts. We
Jut:this season. Your custom tai
lor has no have just three
thousand
handsomer stuff The making of our finer suits
is prac— shirts to select from. Prict d
tically the same as tailor- right--from $2 and $1.50 for "VbfTE emyloy salemen who know how to fit, and Anfinest Manhattan down to
THE WONDER
derson's Shoes need no "breaking in." We
OF
made. There is the same 50c for fine printed Per
have
cale,
room to mention a few for real sweel dresse
Me SHOE BUSINESS
rs •
hand-made collars and hand- We have space only to menAnderson's
tion a few of them.
Ideal Pat Kid lace shoes for ladies, mat kid
top, hand turn sole and TWJ Dollar Oxford in
worked button holes—giving
-finest kid stock is the
60 doz Manhattae's finest import- turn soles, French heels, for
•$4.00 marvel of the shoe business. Go into
the fine effect and finish that ed woven Madras,exclusive patterns
other stores and
Ladies Finest Plain Kid and Ideal Pat Kid,
—the new shades of tan, grey and
lace and dollar Oxford examine their two
s and you'll find them
,
you expect only in custom gun metals, attached and detached button shoes, dul
l
and
all
bri
mac
ght
hin
top
e
s,
sew
ed, inflexible soles
tur
n
soles, regular
cuffs, sizes 14 to 18
and
with
grea
t
big
ugly stitches comwork.
$2=$1 50 French heels, B to E lasts, sizes 1 to 7, at
At
$3 00 ing clear through and pressing
against the sole of the foot -it
Look over these handsome
is
bound to be uncomfortable. If
you
Oxfords and Slippers don't believe there is a difference benew suits—the beautiful pattwe

NOT A CENT OF MAGAZINE ADVERTISING IS TAKEN OUT OF THE
INSOLE, COUNTER OR VAMP.

W

en turn soles and machine sew
ed,
just
drop in and be convinced.
terns. Try on the coats and
Just ten styles to choose from,
wide
see how they fit. Then de—
C.
S. toes for old ladies and
Ladies Finest Ideal Kid Pat. bead
trim- the neat new toe for you
ng lamed Sandals with medium French
heel
s and dies, C to E lasts, sizes 1 to 8..
cide if its worth your while
the new Fifth Ave. toe with Ribbon lace
and
big eyelets, hand turned soles,
to pay atailor "a half more"
•;s
B and E lasts, sizes 1 to 7
<1
It these Don't Answ
er
You'll forget all previous
2 Ladies all over Pat Kid Oxf
ords
$
the Demands of
- 4-7 turn sole and welt, B to E
Your
lasts,
opinions of "liebcy Made"
sizes run from 2 to 7.
75 dozen Men's finest woven Mad"Hopeful"
clothes when you seei the new ide
Call the
Ladies fine Patent Kid three strap San
as embraced in "High ras shirts, including the much sort
dals with C. S.
heels, giving a combination of style and
after new shades in greys, tans and
Art" gulraiJteed sui+
comfort seldom Blacksmith.
Andergun-metals. Our own brand, and seen. C. to E. lasts; sizes run from 2 to 7.
name stamped on them as a guaranson's.
Fancy an Biac4 Cheviot Sack Suits
Ladies tan Russia calf
at'$10.00.
tee of "betternees," attached or deWelt sole Oxfords, B to
School Shoe for Boys—heav
Ft,!icy Worsted uits at $12.50 to $15
tached cuffs, plain or plaited bosom,
y
E lasts, sizes run from 2 to 7.
.00.
kid and box calf—made to
Sizes 14 to 18.
fit and
Vt ry strikiAg Worsted and Chevio
wear.
t Suits, fancy and At
Ladies Pat Kid a ,‘
Sizes 2ji to 53 at.
gola strap Sandals—low
black, at $15 (.0 to $20.00
$2.00
and high heels—C to E lasts, sizes 2
Same youths, 13 to 2, at
to 8.
25 doz men's fine Madras Shirts, Nine styles
$1.50
to select from.
new, pretty patterns, attached or
separable cuffs, plain or plaited bosFour different styles fine
ANDERSON'S
om; the same shirts that men have
1-F kid strap Sandals, turn
harried many a time to buy at a dol- soles, wears well, sizes 2 to
9.
SURE GOOD SHOES
lar; here in sizes 14 to
18
For Misses and Children, mad
150 Men's Fine Fancy V1, eested
and Cheviot Suits—"High Art" mak
e in
e—
spring weights, three to five
fine kid stock, mock welt
suits of a kind, sizes 34 to 40. Seld righ
or turn
t here
in this store last 134-184,11
sole
,
100
doz
en fine stamped Percales—
at $10.00 to $20 00
neat, pretty colors—with or without
Sizes 11 to 2 at
Men who come here to buy shoes wont have to
$1.150
confine Sizes 8 to 103 at
cuffs, sizes 14 to
260 Men's finest Fancy W,sted and
1.25
Cheviet Suits—"High Art" guarau 18
themselves to one or two styles. We cffer a
Sizes 6 to N at.
teed make. As god suits as can he
wid
e
var
1.0
iet
0
y
shown in the town—but they
were
brought over from last year lind
are herefore under the "ban" and
of styles, in all prices and
must go
—sizes 34 to 40.
A quarter Of the
worth $11) io $
all lasts and sizes:
SHIRTS
SHOES
value we mean.
Stacy Adams finest Patent Kid FOR NARROW
SURE to be ADMIRED
100 Children's Knee
FEET
three piece suits—
eeS and Russ
Blu
cher and Lace shoes, sizes 5 to
Blouse
—fancy cti.eeio,s end blue.
Men with narrow feet have
These Pongee Shirts, made of the
11, C to E lasts
trouble
8, wort' $3.00 to 46 o
in these Southern towns. We
newest,most sought after,fabric this
bought
side the water, are sure to be much
76 pair Stacy Adams samples
just to
$,Stacy Adams plain Kid fit these feet, Every
admi.-ed for mid summer. They come
one is a differ4111 Velour and box calf—all ent style—all leat
in tan, grey, gun metal and black
hers—high cuts and
the stylish shapes, and wide toe (in low shoes—tans
and white stripes—attached cuffs.
and blacks, all on B
lace and Congress) sizes 5 to 11.
The material looks and feels very
On lasts, sizes 6,14 and 7 only—at WOO—
C.
to E lasts.
and samples are always 20
much like silk and wears like linen.
per cent.
When the sun begins to shine hot
Anderson's All-Right Sheet for better than regular goods.
you'll think of these as a
men comes in plain kid,cordovan and
sure means of relief,14to17
calf, and pat colt and pat kid—ha
100 size 34 Men's Finest Fancy and
s
Black Worsted and Cheviot
IF YOU
all the dependableness of a $5
Sack
Suits—"Hign Art" Make. S4me
shoe
.
of the most choice patterns
size
s
to
11, Patents..
In the store. EVERY TIME
LOOSE WE PAY
WE SELL ONE AT REGUPlai
n
Lea
ther $3.50.
LAR PRICE WE'LL ABS4,U
WRITE FOR THIS;
TELY GIVE THE PURCHYou can't loose buying shoe
ASERS ANOTHER SUIT (lithe
s heze.‘
same price and size. Or if
We repair all defects free
of charb
IT'S FREE.
you don't care for rwo suits we will sell
you one at absolutely Half Pric
and if you get a pair that
e.
don't give'
A sixteen page catalogue of shirts,
satisfaction all we ask is
that you
handsomely illustrated, description
give us a chance to right
the
wrong.
Andecson's Shoe Dept is full of shoes that combin
and sizes of entire shirt,stock give
e all
n.
Will be sent postpaid to any address essential
s in quality, in latest fashion with economy in
in a radius of a hundred miles. Send
price. Foremost among these reasonable priced sho
us your name
es

of Rare Beauty.

$2

at 3▪50

At

For$2.75

For $3.00

For $2,00

For $1.5O

HERE ARE REAL VALUES

at 75c

at Half-Price.

Merxs Shoes in Variety

at 50c

at a Quarter Off

at Half=Price.

at $5-$6

At

NO. 34 SUITS
ABSOLIJTEILY GIVEN AWAY.

$1.50

$4

Shoes It Pays To Buy:

WE'VE UPSET PRICES ON
BOY'S KNEE PANTS

are:

Shoe for Women—made
Anderson's Wonderful $1 00fine
Kid stock, lace

of
or
blucher—low city heel or high. In this sho
e a height of quality and desirability is reached by no other shoe at the price.
•77

With a stock of 1600 pairs filoy
s' Knee Pants—made from shor
t lengths
of fine Woolen Cassimere and
*orsted—sizes 3 to 16 year—f
anc
y and black
—at 50c for one that's good to
15c and $1.00 for the very
finest—we are prepared to interest mothers with
For Men comes in vici kid,kangar
lromping, healthful boys
oo,
who wear out a THE FINEST MADE.
pair of pants with every changi) of
box calf and pat leather—mada
with
the moon.
all the style of a five dollar shoe Both high shoe
We can boast of one article that
s and oxfords. The mos t
is dependabl sho
e
e known to us and we sell them at $3.00.
really the best that is made in
the
world. Dents Gloves for men
are
recognized both in the old worl
d and
the new as the very finest
e.
rne.7 fit better and wear longermad
than
any other. We have a 02
oomplete stock, both
ving . and dress, &AP

DENTS ROHS.

Anderson's Elite Shoe

.00, .H. Anderson

Co

Silk Lisle Underwear Specially
Priced

Men's finest silk Lisle
Underwear,
beautfful tint of blue
—shirts and
pants—bought direct from
factory
and saved jobbers' profit.
We sold
It last season at $1.50 —this
year at
$1.25 a garment.

Now With Us
Miss Esther Cravens, who
se superior skill and taste in dres
s goods is
well known, is now with
us and solicits a call from her friends.
41\

ARAI STEVENSON.

TO .BE RUN

MR. WATTERSON MAKES

Get the Habit.
Ta.ke
Life Plant
and Get Well.
Medical history does not record a
discovery that will equal the merits
LIFE PLANT.
of
for the cure of Rheumatism, Catarrh
and all Blood Disease.t. Its action
is quick thorough and permanent,
elim
the blood,
It searches
mates the poisonous germ. that ere
ates disease, makes new, rich, pure
blood and disease cannot exist where
the blooi is pure.
Our guarantee is

No Cure, No Pay,
therefore there.s no reason for you
to suffer longer.

1

Mrs. Susan Lewton. of Malvern 0.
writee,
"I had rheumatism for one year, and a
considerable portion of the time I was 80
bad I could scarcely walk, My ankle
Was leo swollen &great deal of the time,
My
I could scarcely get on my shoe.
limbs wets numb and I suffered continually. I tried a great many remedies,
but was finable to get retie. until I tried
LIFE PLANT. I took four bottles and
was entirely cured. It Is a great remedy."

Former

National Convention to Be

Christian

:Held.—Ex-Slave Pension

Cotirity Man Would Be
Ideal Candidate.

is very much like the blossoming of a flower. Its beauty and
perfection depends entirely
upon the care bestowed upon
its parent. Expectant mothers
should have the tenderest care.
They should be spared all worry
and anxiety. They should eat
plenty of good 'nourishing food
and take gentle exercises. This
will go a long way toward preserving their health and their beauty
as well as that of the little one to
come. But to be absolutely sure
of a short and painless labor they
should use

Mr. Henry Watterson says in the
Courier-Journal:
4"fhe iwriter in the New York
EveningiPost, who steps aside from
the highiss;ay of current speculation
to suggetk Adlai E.Stevenson as at
the lefi4 an available Democratic
candidate, if not a probable Democratic noirninee—though the case of
I ,

Mother's
Friend
regularly during the months of gestation. This is a simple liniment, which
is to be applied externally. It gives
strength and vigor to the muscles and
prevents all of the discomforts of pregnancy, which women used to think
When
were absolutely necessary.
Mother's Friend is used there is no
danger whatever.
Get Mother's Friend at the' drug
store,el per bottle.

Life Plant is Manufactured only by

THE LIFE PLANT CO.,

THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.

CANTON. OHIO.

ATLANTA. GA.
Write for our fro* book," Before Baby It Horn

ad=
ktrii.
4,64,
The Man With
Bad Teeth
Cannot enjoy or appreciate good food
and often interferes with the enjoyment of others. Yet the cause of the
trouble may be only some small cavities. These being filled the teeth
will be as sound as ever. Filling has
been made a special study with us.
Our methods and the quality of the
gold or other material used insure
success in every case. We make no
charge for examinations.
..49. Good Set
. \- of Teeth .....
0"

...$5

Teeth extracted free when new
ones are ordered.

Louisville
Dciltal
Parlors
Summers Building, next to Caurt
House, Hopkinsville,Ky. Tel. 168-3

Bare, ?regret, POinft
Lon
OM for /meets/we,
&venal

CZMANLIS

Manhood,
8porniatorritea,
Nfiniessnsss, &IfDistrust,
Loss of Memory, to. Will
Miff you a 8TR0N9, Vigorous Man. Pries $1.00,,•
BOZOS. 45.00.
doosial &rootless Malisit
with omit Box. Address

of

ORIENTAL
SEXUAL

PILLS

iiIIWG(—Is Mag,

Os*

ease woos Ave.
ST.%GUIS. e

SENT MEE
to housekeepers

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
Cook Book

Clesraws and bestrrtfics the
Promotes $ luxuriant growth.
Never Flo's to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cures frail) dimeases k hair ieling.
'Ws
Mc,and SIX°st

Nasal

CATARRH
In

all its stages.

Ely's Cream Balm

4
t
i
%
k ..-

cleanses,soothes awl heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and dreres
sway a cold 1st the head
quickly.
Cream Balm Is placed into the nostrils,spreads
imover the spembrane and is absorbed. Relief is
drying—does
not
Iii.
follows.
mediate and a cure
produce sneezing. Large Size,50 cents it Drug.
MOS

Movement.

(Special to New Era)
LOUIS, to., April 2.—An announcement is made from East St.
Louis of preparations to hold a na
tional convention to nominate a negro candidate for the presidency.
The convention will be held here on
filly 6, on which date the Democratic convention will also occur. It is
the purpose of the negroes to organ-

Catarrh begins with a stubborn cold in the head, inflammation or soreness of the membrane or lining of the nose, discharge of mucus matter,
headaches, neuralgia and difficult breathing, and even in this early stage
is almost intolerable. But when the filthy secretions begin to drop back
into the throat and stomach, and the blood becomes polluted and the
system contaminated
I had a continual
my cheeks had grown
by the catarrhal pois- purple, my nose washeadache,
always stopped up, my breath
on, then the sufferer had a sickening and disgusting odor, and I coughed
incessantly. I heard of S. S. S. and
to use
begins to realize what a it and after taking several bottlescommenced
I was cured and
disgusting and sicken- have never since had the slightest symptom of the
disease.
MARY L. STORM,__
ing disease Catarrh is. Northwest Cor- 7th andMiss
Felix Sta., St. Joseph, NO.
It affects the kidneys
and stomach as well as other parts of the body. It is a constitutional
disease and as inhaling mixtures, salves, ointments, etc., are never more
than palliative or helpful, even in the beginning of Catarrh, what can
you expect from such treatment when it becomes chronic and the whole
system affected? Only such a remedy as S. S. S. can reach this obstinate, deep-seated disease and purge the blood of the
catarrhal poison. S. S. S. purifies and builds up the
diseased blood, and the inflamed membranes are
healed and the excessive secretion of mucus ceases
when new, rich blood is coming to the diseased
parts, and a permanent cure is the result.
S. S. S. is guaranteed purely vegetable and a reliable remedy for
Catarrh in all stages. Write if in need of medical advice; this will cost
you nothing.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA,

self. We very usuch need such a
man to!pick up the scattered fragments ;with which first Cleveland
and thin Bryan have littered the
field of1Dernocratic endeavor.
1
We scarcely expect anything so
safe and wise. The nomination of
Adlai Stevenson would be a distinct
tributel to the sober elements of
Amerinan politic as his election
would 'be a :distinct triumph of ihe
patriotic and the virtuous. He is a
man ofi the school of Monroe and
Polk—loth most eminent and useful
Presidents—keeply imbued with the
spirit Iliad learning of constitutional
traditkin, He is a sound constitu-

or by mall; Trial Size, 10 cents.
BLY BROTHERS,50 Warren Street, New Teak tional tradition. He isle sound constitutional lawyer and a prudent,
conservative statesman. Above all,
he is a simple, noble gentleman—the
Fir Mot Burns.Sort Is
s

EV Salve

be adopted, advocating pensions to
former slaves and government ownership of monopolies. The organization has elected the following officers: S. P. Mitchell, president,
Memphit, Tenn., and J. L. Walton,
vice president, Washington, D. C.

Robbed the Crave.
Applications Held Up.
A startling incident,is narrated by
John Oliver of Philadelphia, as folTen thousand applications for patlows: "1 was in an awful condition.
My skin was almost yellow, eyes ents are held up in the United States
sunken, tongue coated, pain continpatent office on account of informal
ually in back and sides, DO appetite,
prosecution
growing waeker day by day. Three presentation or unskillful
lawyers
physicians had given me up. Then I C. A. Snow & & Co., patent
of
specialty
a
make
Washington,
of
was advised to use Electric Bitters;
conand
moderate
fees
cases,
such
to my great joy the first bottle made
a decided improvement. I continued tingent on success.
their use for three weeks, and am !
The Best Family Salve.
now a well man. I know they rob-1
bed the grave of another victim." No DeWitt's Witch Hazel gives instant
one should fail to try them. Only relief from Burns, cures cuts,bruises,
CO cents, guaranteed, at L. L. Elgin's sores, eczema, tetter and all abraand Cook St Higgins' drug stores.
sions of the skin. In buying Witch
Hazel Salve it is only necessary to
see that you get the genuineDeWitts
For Parker.
and a cure is certain. There are
Frank Campbell, chairman of the many cheap counterfeits on the market, all of which are worthless and
Democratic State Committee of New
quite a few are dangerous, while De
York, says that the indorsement of Witt's Witch Hazel Salve is perfectJudge Alton B. Parker for the presi- ly harmless and cures. Sold by R.
dency by New York is practically C. Hardwick.
assured as the result of Tuesday's
primaries in that state.
It Keeps the Feet Warm and
Cures Coughs and Colds
Mrs. C. Peterson, 925 Lake street,
Topeka, Kan., says: "Of all cough
remedies Ballard's Horehound Syrup is my favorite; it has done and
will do all that is claimed for it—to
speedily cure all coughs and colds—
and it is so sweet and pleasant to the
taste." 25c, 50c,$1 bottles. Sold by
Ray & Fowler.

John B. Trice, Cashier

J. F. Garnett, Pres.

Planters Bak & Trust Co
Capital,

-

$50,000.00.

Banking.

Trust
Dept.

Deposits.

Acts as
Trustee,
Agent,
Admr.,
Executor &c

Loans.
LIBERAL
TREATMENT

Investments
Made..
Willa written
and cared for.

CONSERVATIVE
POLIO/.

Office Corner 8th and Main Sta.

VW-SAFE DEPOSIT= BOXES
Modern.

Secure for Any Valuables.
Private.
Call and see them.

Freckles and --„,
Pimples Removed.
IN TEN DAYS
Use

SATINOLA
It Beautifies.
SATINOLA is a new discovery, guaranteed, and money re-4 funded if it fails to remove
_•1
Freckles,Pimples,Black-heads,
Liver-spots, Tan, and all disdisfiguring
2olorations and
eruptions (except birthmarks).
Ordinary cases in 10 days; the wsrse no matter of how long standing, in 15 to 20 days. After these defects are removed the skin will
be soft, healthy and beautiful. Ask druggist for it; price 50c.
Whiteville, Tenn., March 10, 1904.
National Toilet ro., Paris, Tenn.
elentlemen—For years I was sorely afflicted with pimples and splotehes. I
tried doctors, specialists, blood and liver medicine, and dieted myself for weeks,
but the pimples got worse 1 then used one box, each of Satinola and Egyptian
Cream,just as directed, and now haven't a pimple on my face. I consider Sabinola the greatest blessing that could come to a freckled and pimpled faced
Yours very truly, Mrs. L.T. Sullivan.
woman.

National Toilet Co., Paris, Tenn.
For Sale in Hopkinsville by

L. L. Elgin, Thomas & Trahern and Cook & Higgins
Illinois
Central I
Railroadl

TIME
CARD
Effective Sunday, Nov. 15th

Dr. R. L.

Bradley9
VETERINARY

NO. 338, DAILY.
1
6.4P a ns
Leaves Hopkinsville
•
7 40 a m 1
Arrives Primeeton.,
Paducah
"
9'25 a m 1 Specialist in Surgery, Foot and Leg
11:35 a m ,
Cairo
Lameness and Dentistry. Castration
5:16 n m !
Arrives St. Louis
of Stallions; firing by the new proArrives Chicago .... ... ..10:00 p in .
• eess. Very special surgical opera/
tions for the cure of Spaying and
NO.334, DAILY
in
a
11:30
Hopkinsville
Leaves
Stringhalt. Nenrotomy for the cure
Arrives Princeton
12.35 P In of Lameness in Nsvicular Disease.
6:00 p rn
Henderson.
41
6:45 p m Has opened up an office at Mr.Curtis
Evansville.
p m Skerritt's livery stable, E. 9th. near
43 pm
2:35
15
Leaves Princeton
L. & N.depot where he will be pleasArrives Louisville
ed
m,heotnheisNool.di45
to
T
elete
.
customers.
Leaves Princeton.
pm
5P
12
2:3
4
Arrives Paducah
10:50 p m
Arrives Memphis.
10:00 a m
Arrives New 0,1e ins

W. D. COOPER,

NO 340 DAILY
4•30 p m
Leaves Hupkinsville
6.30 p in
Arrives Princeton.
Stock, Bonds, Grain, Cotton
.3:03 a m
Leaves Princeton
and Provisions.
7.50 am
Arrives Louisville
Dry.
Private Wires.
2•28 a in Office 20834 Main St. Telephone 244
Ask today for Allen's Foot-Ease, a Leaves Princeton
8'20 a m
Correspond ent for Cella Com. Co
powder. It cures Chilblains, Swol- Arrives Memphis.
755 p in
New Orleans
"
St. Louis.
eodaw
len, Sweating, Sore, Aching, Dampfeet. At all druggist and shoe stores,
No 841 daily ar. 7:50 a m
824w
25e.
No 333 daily arrives 3:40 p m
No 831 daily, arrives 11:10 p 11.
CSI
$11 rr
it I.alL
)Salesmen for the Patented Rannant Retails Rat
The Kind You Haw Always Bought F. W. Harlow, D. P. A.,
Bears the
Louisville, Ky. E. M,Sherwood, Back and Xirror. Salary, 1626.00 per week or ComSignattli
Agt., Hopkinsville mission. Address, 1, 0. RANNANT, 69 Pearl St.,
Battle Creek, Rich.
of
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ize a new party, to be called "The
National Civil Liberal Party."
W.T. Scott, the negro making the
announcement, says a platform will

_
A Great Sensation.
the
of
graces
the
of
inabcdiment
very
There was a big sensation in LeesADLAI 1L. WTIVENBOX.,
good citizen and the ts pical Ameri- ville, Ind. when W. H. Brown of
of benign gifts of common that place, who was expected to die,
Mr. Stevenson as the ex-senator can—full
his life saved by Dr.King's New
No one ever knew him with- had
quoted OLts it is a strong one—may sense.
Discovery for Discovery. He writes:
him, few without lovrespecting
out
"I endured insufferable agonies from
be builOng wiser than he knows.
,
would
who
voter
the
and
him,
Asthma, but your New Discovery
Stranger things have happened. The ing
could not be in- gave me immediate relief and soon
him
for
vote
not
Democrets are wholly at sea and, alto vote for any Democrat. thereafter effected a complete cure."
though the trend of opinion among duced
Similar cures of Consumption, Pneunomination is barely speculathe leaderless and discordant crew His
monia, Bronchitis and Grip are nuwe repeat, stranger merous. It's the peerless remedy
inclinesito an eastern port, there is tive. Yet,
have happened. The unex- for all throat and lung troubles.
is the hest resort a snug harbor to- things
has been rather the rule than Price 60c and $1.00. Guaranteed by
ward the middle west, and it may be pected
in American politics. L. L. Elgin and Cook dt Higgins,
found niat far from Bloomington in the exception
Trial bottles free.
a nominating conven- Druggists.
the good, and very needful, state of Two-thirds lt
to get. Queer things 'Sunday School Workers.
Illinois. The party might easily go tion are hard
may happen at St. Louis. But one
further and fare worse.
certain, we want a safe man
The annual convention of the
"All that the Evening Post's ex- thing is
prodimore
no
man,
known
a
Christian County Sunday School Assenator says about the ex-vice presi- and
in the sociation will be held in Pembroke
leaps
and
mysteries
gies,
dent is true enough. People who are
May 6 and 7. Preparations will be
fond of he bizarre may decry him. dark.
I
tile issue in th
but
be
will
"There
make for the entertainment of many
The foolish may make jokes at the
campaign. All other issues delegates, and prominent Sunday
expense of what they call his rustic- coming
issue is school workers from all over the
ity. 114? does in truth lack all the will be lost sight of. That
Theodore Roosevelt. That issue is state will be present.
elements
, both of the spectacular and
of the President, the
the scititillant. If the Democrats the character
Serious Stomach Trouble
should choose 'him for their pilot record of the Administration, the
Cured.
I
they wciuld follow the example of menace, the dangerous teudeucies
I was troubled with a distress in
of the
the worthy Parson Primrose in the and threatening persocality
my stomach, sour stomach and vom,
Given
on
Man
Horseback.
would-be
iting spells, and can truthfully say
selection of a wife by the sacrifice of
White
the
in
term
independent
that Chamberlain's Stomach and
a fine, glossy appearance to those an
Liver Tablets cured me.—Mrs. T. V.
no
is
knowing
there
and
House
Adlai
qualitieis that wear well.
Laingsburg, Mich. These
!Williams,
whit•ler he will lead, or what he wit
Steveneon is not an orator as Br,ya
tablets are guaranteed to cure every
is, nor ai bronco-buster as Teddy is; do to us; one thing only bein4 tol- I case of stomach trouble of this charbut when it comes to real hatne-spun erably sure, that all which madcap acter. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
07.471114.
,
aIs of the head and heart—to ambition and a passion for power
qualiti
Rheumatism
Cured.
solid
ilities that are the more trust: and display can do to embroil a na- Sciatic
"I have been subject to sciatic
involve
a
be
tion
people
will
and
worthy lbecause they shine not—he
rheumatism for years," says, E. H.
can ho d the candle steadier and done to the very top of the bronco- Waldron, of Wilton Junction, Iowa.
busting bent.
longer than any of thelm.
"My joints were stiff and gave me
as
appear
would
Stevenson
"Adlai
much pain and discomfort. My joints
"Anclihe has always had his luck
a foil to these things and—though would crack when I straightened up.
with it. He is the genius that gets
his nomination may not appeal to I used Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
there. As the running mate of Cleve- the nominating element—if he were
have been thoroughly cured. Have
land, 114 gave the ticket popularity nominated he would run as the old not had a pain or ache from the old
with th$ rank and file; as the run- hunters of Kentucky used to say trouble for many months. It is certainly a most wonderful liniment."
ning miste of Bryan, he gave it the 'like a skeered deer.'"
For sale by L. L. Elgin.
missiu4 ingredients of character and

dignityi He is an old-timer of the
days wIlten four-mile heats were run.
He andiGoralan seem to be the only
good perty men of adequate experience an ability we have left. Either
of thens in the white house would
admin4ter the affairs of the Democratic Party as McKinley adminisdelicat
prerare
telling how to
fered ttiie affairs of the Republican
and delicious dishes.
party, iyith loyal sense and judgAddress Liebig Co., P.0 Box 27 1
ment, i ot set himself above and beNew York
yond t e party as a law unto himS
HAIR BALSAM:her.

FOR, PRESI-

DENT.

FINE SUGGESTION.
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NEGRO CANDIDATE CATARRII Ict.C;i71.(i)NNT.

A Baby's
Birth

,

BY TELEIRIONE GIRL BRITISH SQUARE CONAN AND otzeaseaceemeemese
arearegeareee
CLEVELAND ARE
FOR PARED. DIRECTLOFWREOSM FACTORY TO CONSUMER AT
T WHOL

(Cablegram.)
LONDON. April 6.--Ne
ws has
BURCLAR‘ WERE
HEARD reached London of heavy fig
hting in
IN CLARKSVILLE
Nigeria, West Africa, in wh
ich British square was broken an
d many soldiers killed and wounde
d.
Robbed a Drug Store an
d Set The Nigerian force was a British
punitive expedition, org
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dicating a call, from L.
N. Owen's
Mo
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Rosy.
drug store, loctiled some
distance
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Miss Lad:
, Orrell, the night operat
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OWENSBORO, KEN
(Special to New Era.)
on duty, replied! to the
TUCKY.
4
call, but no
WASHINGTON,D. C.,
one answered. She then
April 6 —
listened on
Senator Arthur Pue
the line and hearil considera
Gorman, of
ble comMaryland, who has bee
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n regarded as
d, Shortly
W P. Winfiree
she heard a man't voice
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The new officers of Hopkinsville
lodge No. 646, Benevolent and ProFailure of Proof In Charge tective Order of Elks, were installed Site is Proffered and Invi- Vincennes Is Admitted to
tation will be
last night, the ceremonies being conAgainst Him.—Well
League.—Official Umpires
Accepted.
ducted by Past Exalted Ruler Jouett
Known Here.
Are Appointed.
Heniy. Exalted Ruler Underwood
announced the following appointThe Firm of
The members of Company D and
ments:
The Padocah News Democrat
As soon as negotiations now pendtheir friends will be glad to learn
Chaplain, Rev. Geo. C. Abbitt.
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that the annual encampment of the ing between President Hancock and
Esquire, Judge Douglas Bell.
Circuit court got down to bwiiness
Kentucky State Guard may be held a successful player—manager are
Inner Guard, Mr. Ed J. Duncan.
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spect the proffered site and report as want to come here. The team this
nounced next Friday night.
Methodist church, but now of Louisto the advisability of going there. year will be much the strongest ever
ville. More than a year ago Dr.
BIC DIAL IN TOBACCO. The governor and adjutant general playing on a local diamond and no
Briggs got into a fight with T. J.
Wive determined to afford the mem- effort will be spared to pick pennant
(Special to New Era,)
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4
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ts sixteen. One Independent of the type of tobacco that
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ublican was 'elected. The vote the Hopkinsville district
famous.
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to the counties of ale First appellate
on municipal ownership of street The remainder of
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of every kind
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and inspected our stock do so at once before it is
county boards as to five counties: dent Thompson
says "Everysuch ownership.
of tobacco grown in this region.
picked over.
and accepting it in the other thir- thing looks good at Henderson."
teen. The counties in which the lo- The Henderson franchise is owned
David S. Rose, Democrat, was recal assessment was raised are Bal- and backed by the Henderson street
elected mayor of Milwaukee.
lard, Crittenden, Fulton, Hickman railroad company. The new owners
The Republicans carried Kansas
and Trigg. Those in which the local are building a new pars, the lumber
210 S. Main Street.
Venerable Mother of Mr. N.
City, the Democrats having two full
assessment was accepted and made being placed on the ground early last
B. Edmunds Is Dead.
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The Ohio Democratic State CenMrs. Luc:, Barksdale Edmunds Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Mar- only on a larger scale.
tral committee met yesterday at Co- died Tuesday morning at 4 o'clock at shall, McCracken,
holder. Wilson is an unknown quan- team
Union and Webhas yet been named.—Times
lumbus and and decided to hold the residence of her son, Mr. N. B Ed- ster.
Secretary Greany, of Cairo, has al- tity, but comes highly recommendJoerni4.
state emuveation at Columbus on munds, on Liberty street. She was
The raises made by the board are: ready under contract twenty-two ed by Adrian C. Anson and several
May 24 and 26. R. L. Starr, a Hearst seventy-nine years of age, and a Ballard 10 per
New Orleans declares "Tommy"
cent. on farm lands players, with more to hear from that sporting writers un metropolitan paman, was chosen temporary chair- dropsical affliction Was the cause of and 5 per cert.
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on town lots; CritClarksville
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Manager Stallings stated to some him.
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had controlled the committee since Aabby Edmunds. Funeral services 10 per cent, on
farm lands and 5 per
18C2.
will be held tomorrow morning at cent. on town lots; Trigg, 6 percent. ball players who are anxious to play that Brock ett is safe for a berth for
The Cincinnati Colts and the PaOle late residence, and the remains on farm lands and nothing on town on the Clarksville team. He has the seasen,lhe is a great find and will
ducah K. I. T. club played at PaduCOL. TOMPKINS DEAD. will be interred
been slow to sign men, however, and strengthen my pitching staff."
in Hopewell ceme- lots.
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NEIN DRESS
GOODS ON THE
COUNTERS

BRISK MOVING
SALE OF
LITTLE THINGS
Seven foot
Window Shades

Men's Lisle Hose Supporters
all colors .„
_#1
' English Mourning Pins, solid
AS WITH MILLINERY, SO
heads, box of asst. sizes....

WITH DRESS GOODS?

ALL THE NEW
SILKS ARE
25c
NOW
HERE
OC
5c

Children's hemstitched Cambric
Handkerchiefs,
I
Ten for

"CLEAR THE
GROUND"
WALKING SKIRTS
In that very characteristic lies the

BUY MATTING
BEFORE THE ADVENT
OF WAR PRICES

CARPETS-1ER
AND
HANDSOME
PRICED

anAcil

SAIINGLI

mattings are made in China
Japan—none are made in this
country. Since the Russia-Japan
war begun matting. have advanced

chief charm of these Walking Skirts
The inch of clearance keeps them
out of the mud and wet, yet gives a

near five cents a yard. If the war
IN CREAT VARIETY,- AND graceful hang to the skirt that the IN T H:I
DEPARTMENT 1
lasts long and China is drawn into
tailors have taken full advantage of.
THEY ARE
THERE IS
the fray neither country can

1

export
any matting., then you will certainly see "War Prices" on mattings.
Boys good full elastic
We imported a car load direct from
HongKong,before ths advance,every
A good pleasant wearing
style and beauty that are quite disWIN
piece
being woven for us; the patCorset, all sizes
tinctive.
terns are new and fresh, the pungent
Seven pairs
A Position Where Much Is
Medium gray, cas- As Can Be Seen Anywhere smell of the ocean still clings to the
Blakeys for
And Suitable For a Variety
tor, black and the
Expected.--We Invite'You Three cakes good
straw, a sure sign of new matting,
In the State of Kenof Fine Dress Purmuch
Soap
looked
Toilet
for
for green and castor
and new matting lasts just twice as
With the Fullness of
tucky.
poses.
long as old. All straw matting.
stripes; elegahtly tailored, all inside
Confidence
, Childrens Musliu Drawers, sizes
from 15c to 30c, and cotton warp 26c
seams bound, the material alone is
0 to 5, hemstitched bottoms;
UU
and 30c, pretty carpet patterns.
worth the price of the skirt.
Fresh Water Pearl Buttons, clear
LACK and colored figPlain, brown, blk.
and perfect,
UR Carpet. Department
Worth 10e, for
and blue, Zainsured silk in many dewith its hard wood For spring room size rugs are
vine, handsomely tailored, cut from
Baby Bibbe, beautiful patterns,n
cooler and more healthful than carelegantly trimmed,..at 20 &LOU signs suitable'for waists and cloth worth 1.50 yard—a very rich floor, polished and waxed in
pets and cheaper. We have a comFinest quality side
skirts and entire gowns.
garment. You'll not be satisfied till the highest
possible manner plete assortment in cotton chain and
Combs
HE splendid array of
Fancy silks, embracing the you've seen them.
shows off as beautiful array all wool ingrain art squares, up to
Back
the finest Brussels and Axminster,
Combs .f
Dress Goods shown
new grey and gun metal et
of carpets as can be seen in a
in high qualities and medium prices.
Model Lace Pins, great
I (i„ fect for
here. Again and again we Paris
shirt waist suits.
day's journey. First comes
variety of designs, at 5c and I LIU

OC
OC HANDSOME DESIGNS
25c
5c
OC

ANDERSON'S HAS WONSuspenders

COME AND SEE

5c

B

As a reaolt these new skirts have a
wider range of usefulness and are far
wore dressy than those or former
seasons. These Walking Skirts have

At 5

have been told that no where
else in the city could be
found such an array of dress
goods.

PREPARE FOR
WORD'S FAIR.

The best lining Taffeta, all
shades and black, 19 inch
Mercerized Swiss ribbed silk finished ladies vests, ribbon trimwide, sold everywhere at 50c,
med, at
for 39c.
CIPT-Genui-e silk at 50c.
Children's E. Z. Waists, merce-25
36 inch guaranteed black You Had As Well Prepare
rized Silk, worth 50c,for....
Everything that's Lew from
Now for If You Live You
Boston Garters for men, real or,. Taffeta, guarantee woven in
LUU
Know You Are Coing.
silk, real value 50c, for
fine soft voiles at 50c up to
the Selvedge, worth 1.50, at
the most beautiful Broad- gents linen finish Cambric Hand- 1 25.
kerchiefs, plain white,hemstitched, full size
I On
cloth at $4 50. Just a few
with the "price story" at- Lace turnovers in prodigal pro I E
fusion—elegantly trimmed, .... I CPC
tached:
Ladies Jersey Ribbed Vests,
tape trimmed .................C

Ladies silk gloves, guaranteed
tips, white and black,at

Sheer soft finish Voiles,all
colors and black, all wool, at
60c, 75c, 1 00 and 1 50.

Women's Bags
50C
proclaims the character
Special Prices ofNothing
a man so much as the kind of grip

WHEN COTTON
SOLO FOR 9 CTS

These goods are all ne'V, Specially
made up for us, and by reason ofvery large orders, it has been possible to price them in this attractive
way.

many patterns in newest dedesigne in Biglow's finest
Axminsters with their long,
rich piles and a life time Qf MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

COTTON PRICES UP

wear; then dozens of patterns of
DOWN.
newest designs in Velvets, with or
Ladies muslin underwear is one of
without borders; Brussels in differ
out grades and variety of patterns in the first finished products to feel the
hall and room designs and stairs to advance in cotton. They're going to.
match, then fifty or more different cost considerable more shortly. It
patterns of finest all wool Ingrains, seems foolish to present :an offering
selected with the utmost care,bought of epic-span-new muslin underwear,
direct from the factory, saving all so much under price, in the face of
go-between profits and priced so as certain advances. But it leaves no
to make every carpet bought from us question about the benefit of seizing
a satisfakory and profitable invest- such an opportunity as this:
10e a pair for children. drawers
ment. Then there are cotton chain
carpets in beautiful patterns down to sizes 1 to 5, hemstitched bottoms.

he carries. Nothing So handy for a
short trip as a snit case. If you buy
a sole leather one you'll have it for
life. We'll ju4t mention what we dainty, pretty mercerized cottpn carChild rens fine soft quality muslin
drawers,
nicely trimmed, 25$31
have and you can remember them pets at 36c and 25c.
Crisp twine voiles and silk
Ladies short skirts, some neatly
Bags of grain walrus in tan, black when you go to the fair.
in
trimmed,
others elaborately, 500, 75e
and wool voile illusions,
brown and gray, at 50e to $1.
Best mole feather linen Suit Case,
and $1.
Carriage bags in tan, gray, brown at $6.00.
blk., at 75c $1, 1.25, 1.50
Corset covers, handsomely trimand black, new clasp, at $1 to $2.50.
Finest cow leather, calf lined.
med, at 25e, 35e, 50e and $1.
with shirt fold, at $7.50 to 13.50.
Long skirts, flnelsoft finished musCloth of Gold, the newest Everybody Sold Fine Sheer
Finest
Russian
leather
traveling
lin, some neatly trimmed, many eleterEE sample of linen finish
Linen Finish Chambray
gantly trimmed, at 65e, 90c, $1 and
Chambray at 10c. Reminds you of bags, leather lined, new shapes, all
fabric for swell coats and shirt
the good old days of 90 cotton.
up to $3.
Ours
is
the
only
at 12 1-2 Cents
carpet
machine
sizee,, at $3.75 to 11.00.
waist suits and reception cosChildren. gowns, well made and
ever seen in Hopkinsville and it trutrimmed,
at 50c.
tumes, at $1.50.
ly is a wonder. It does the work of a
Ladies gowns, low or high neck,
dozen men and much better. MaNow when cotton is 18c,
many of them elegantly trimmed,
chine seams lay flatter and are
at 75c, $1 and 1.50.
smoother
and the patterns are match!Anderson sells a fine quality
Childrens drawer bodies,with comed better. Your carpet can be made bination pant and drawer' buttons,
while you wait. As an example of made of fine soft finish drilling, sizes
!linen finish Chambray at
how its done here, last month we Op 6, at 20c.
Fine sheer India Linens,

Machine Made Carpets
Better Than Hand
Made.

ANDERSON'S
MILLINERY
EXHIBITION

India Linen.

!TEN CENTS. Never mind
bookfold, 32 inch, prices reWe Are Highly Pleased to Hear the Words of
markably low at 12 1-2,c 15c 6w it is done. Come and see
Praise About Our Millinery Exhibition.
and 20c.

sold a single bill of twenty-five hun-

ared yards of carpet and linoleums
and made and layed the entire lot in
a week and saved the parties over
four hundred dollars on prices they
We are delighted to know the public appreciates the splendid creative had from Louisville houses. This was
genius of this department. There was such a prodigal variety of elegant
a big saving and was tt,ld all over
and "wearable"
this town because the amount was
hats as we have
large—and yet there are thousands of
never shown before. We count
small savings—too small to create
it the very highmuch talk—but when taken in the
est sign of approaggregate would reppasentt many
val tosbear a wohundreds of dollars.
man say,"I could
wear that," and,
-That would just
suit you,"— and
such remarks
There never was a store in Hop-

This Is Funny
It's a little funny to see
bleached Domestic, fair quality, selling at 5c, and raw
n at 18c. Its funny, and
et we'll do it as long as the

ORIENTAL RUGS.

present stock lasts.
5c

Umbrella Days.

Rain will soon be here in plentiful
Oupply. Forewarned is to have the
Pmbrella ready to take into action.
Here are the umbrellas for you and
stock
of
tobacfair
a
have
sharp saving.goes with them.
it
still
We
co Canvas. With the 18c cotton fresh
$1.25 worth $1.50
in your minds, last year's prices on
Women's 26 inch umbrellas, union

CANN PRICED LOIN

cotton will be attractive. We bought taffeta, spleadid variety of fancy
or gun
It eight months ago when cotton bandies, pearl, horn,
Metal.
was 9c—that's how we can do it.

J. H. Anderson & Co
kieAtt”clir•

4111kdopliarlaville,
1

lib

ROOM SIZE RUGS,

At 6

I5c
OC

T

-

AS BEAUTIFUL ARRAY

were constantly
heard during our
open ing.One lady
whp is familiar
with fine millinery said she
"had never seen
such elegance
coupled with moprices."
derate
this is true more
this year than ever before. It is a
fascinating story
and full of profit
to know how we have traced everything in millinery back to the manufacturer and shaved it of every fia;rthing of jobbers and commission merchant's profit. And then take millinery—bought at the smallest possible
price—couple with it that matchless genius for which tnis department has
become famous, and you will see hats created at prices a fourth less than
you have been accustomed to pay. This price saving begins with the
cheapest sailor for school girls and runs up to the finest imported patterns.

CURTAINS PRICED LOW
One of the biggest lace curtain factories in the worid weave curtains
in special designs for this store. No
jobber gets a take-out in these—direct from the factory to us and the
prices come low and the patterns are
tne very latest. We sell a white lace
curtain that's good at 50c up to $7.50
for the finest, and the new Escureal
Lace Curtains in many patterns at'
$2.75 to $6.00. Lace door panels In
various designs at 50c to $1.50.

Here's a Real Value
7 foot genuine Oil Window Shade
at 40c. Cheaper ones at 25c.

kinsville that Lad the nerve to carry Baby Caps of CharmOriental rugs—but up in our carpet
ing Newness.
department you'll find rugs in all
The elegance and beauty of these
sizes that are exact pictures of Orien- will satisfy the longings of the most
tals. They are all the rage over in exacting mothers. Some in lace,
others pure silk, lace trimmed,
the East and at prices much higher
prices from 25c to 2.50 each.
than we ask. One gentleman who is
a judge of these things acknowledg- Ladies Vests

Very

ed to us last week that he had bought
Cheap.
hese same rugs in Louisville at 25%
Ladies pearl white vests, ribbon
more than we ask. Inquire for these trinatied, fine soft finish,a real value
"Orientals."
at 15c.

H Anderson & Co,
Hopitinaville,

itentucKy,

41IP
•
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Good
PAY
S
FINE
or
goo
Ners
When the nerves are weak
everything goes wrong. You
are tired all the time, easily
discouraged, nervous, and
irritable. Yo..!r cheeks are

P. L. YANCEY IS RELEASED
FROM CUSTODY.

Sarsaparilla

The Cases of Negroes Under
Death Sertences Will
Be Appealed.

pale and your blood IS thin.
Your doctor says you are
threatere-.: w!th a nervous
breakdown. 1-le orders this
grand old lam: mediOne.
"Per nese tire,
r t•1 I hive led kyer's
Sariapa1141:t fa t
a v. an d totdc
111v it
f.11.
at all tflialK.ridal :1 w.. •fl.•rf
1111•1
Int Impure blond "-.-1). C. fiut..r, NVe:..t IL, %lei.. Coiln.
00 a 1,..m.•
All dr...!.4,-*-

for

Weak Nerves
Keep the bowels regular wi h Ayer's
Pills, lust one pill each night,

TEXT OF THE BILL

Pills GETS EIGHT TEARS FARMER
COMMITS SUICIDE 131

Ayer's Pills are good liver
pills. You know that. The best
family laxative you can buy.
They keep the bowels regular,
cure constipation.
Want your moustache Or beard

VERDICT IN STOKES CASE
RETURNED.

a beautiful browner rich blsck? Use

LBUCKINGHAM'S DYE

The Defendant Had Been
Acquitted by the Coroner's Jury.

LEADING LAWYERS

Motion for a new trial for P. L.
Yancey, convicted and sentenced to
one year's imprisonment for shooting
Tom Mobley at Fairview, was argue WILL TAKE [PART IN HOLLAND CASE.
at length and was finally compromised by Mr. Yancey's being assessed a
fine of 000. This was paid and he
was released from custody.
The Trial Crows out ef The
attorn
The
eys for Frank Meriweth Killing of Hardy Keys
sr, Dick Carney and Ed Holland,
at Murray.
three of the negroes under death sen-

tence for the murder of the unknown
man at Pembroke, have filed a bill of
The trial of Walter Holland, sherexceptions and the cases will go to iff of Calloway county
, who killed
RECOMMENDED BY THE the court of appeals. The trio were Hardy Keys at Murray a year ago,
to have been hanged April 15.
will begin in circuit court at Murray
SUBCOMMITTEE.
on April 20, This promises to be the
most notable criminal case in the
history of Calloway county.

Will Undoubtedly Be Enacted Into a Law at This
Session.

ssesaltSsife-135

TWO MIS GIVEN

In the circuit court at Elkton
Sherman Stokes was sentenced to
eight years in the penitentiary for
killing Robert Smith December 24,
1903. Stokes claimed self-defense
and was acquitted by a coroner's
jury at she examining trial, but was
Indicted by the grand jury on the
charge of murder. Two previous
trials resulted in hung juries.

New Century Hotel.
It is anounced that negotiations
are pending between the purchasers
of the New Century Hotel at Dawson Springs and Charlie Reed and I.
D. Wilcox, of Paducah, for a lease
of the house.
is said that the two

HANGING HIMSELF WITH CLOTHESLINE.

PEMBROKE, Ky., April 4.—(Special.)—Wash Rose,
a well known
citizen of this vicinity in South Christian, suicided
at his home several
miles south of this city, Saturday afternoon, by
hanging himself. He had
been in a depressed mental condition for four or five
months, but was not
considered as dangerous. He took a cldthesline and
went into an empty
cabin near his home, and when missed and lsoked for
was found hanging
ti a beam dead. He was forty-five years old.

Cemetery Work
Monuments All
at Lowest Prices.
Tombstones Iron Fencing
Markers ve \iv Until further notice I can
be
found at F A Yost & Co.. South Main Street

lecolbt H. Elro-vsnrit
T. M. JONES.
1904
1904 Irs
All Eyes Turned
Toward the Beautiful
Spring Stock.

New Black Silks, Jap Silks,
Leading lawyers of West Ken- gentlemen are anxious to secure the
(From Saturday's Daily)
Fanc
y Silks for Waists and Suits.
hotel and to operate it on up-to-date
The plays presented last night at tucky will take part on one i•ide or
Blac
k
Dres
s Goods in all the new weaves,
lines.
Holland's opera house by the dra- the other.
Col'd Dress Goods in all the new shades.
Hon. Eli H. Brown, cf Owensboro,
matic clubs of South Kentucky ColLovely Line of New Dress Trimming..
Moot Court.
lege were greatly enjoyed by a culti- as circuit judge, will conduct the
Wash Goods.
trial, as Circsit Judge T. P. Cook
Under the auspices of the ladies of
The bill prepared by Commission- vated audience.4
Scotch
Suiting
s,
Pin
Suiting
s, Newport Sultinge. Vaile Suitings,
declines to sit in the case. The pros- the Methodiet church, a
er Yerkes eliminating the six cents
moot court
Suitings, Cambric Percales, Ginghams, Madras Cloth, etc. Dublin
ecution will be conducted by Com- will be held early
a pound tax on tobacco is aalfollowe: DEATH OF MRS.
in May at th ,
monwea
lth's
White Goods.
Attorn
Denny
ey
Smith,
courthouse. A prominent citizen will
GEORGE W. COLLINS.
"Be it enacted by the seniste and
The
of Trigg county, assisted by Col. be tried, and local attorn
largest and best assorted Stock in the eisy.
house of Representatives of he Unieys and citFenton
Sims
of Cadiz, Circuit Judge izens will participate in the event.
ted States of America, in Qongress
Fancy Goods and Notions.
(From Saturday's Daily)
W.
M.
Reed,
of Paducah, and Col. S. The occasion promises to be highly New
assembled, that sub-divisionl 9, secLace Collars, Belts, Ties, Waist Sets. Back Combs, Side
Mrs. Barbara Ellen Collins, the
Combs
H. Crossland,of Mayfield. The law- successful.
Gloves, Laces, Embroideries, Art Ticking Lace Bed Sets. Lace
tion 3264 of the United Sta s Re- beloved wife of Mr.
George W. ColCurtains, Table Linens, Napkins and Towels,
yers for the defense will include
vised Statutes, as amended y secdied last night at 7:30 o'clock at
The most reliable preparation for
Judge Jas. B. Garnett, of Cadiz, extion 69 of the act approved lAugust at her home
Gents Shirts and Ties.
on South Virginia street
kidney
troubles on the market is
Congressman John K. Hendrick, of
29, 1894, is hereby further amended of heart failure
Something new and uptodate in both lines. Call and see them.
. She had been an
Foley's Kidney Cure.
Paducah, Jas. H. Coleman, and
New
so as to read as follows:
Carpets, Rugs,Matting. and Linoleum.
invalid for a longtime. Mrti.Collins
Wells
&
Wells,
of Murray. County
My stock is complete in every line and prices right,
"Every person whose business it is before her
marriage was Miss FerAttorn
ey
Conn
Linn, of Calloway,
to manufacture tobacco or snuff guson.
,
being
a
witnes
s
for
the defence, will
whether such manufacture be by cutShe was fifty-three years of age not take
part.
ting, pressing, gr,nding, crushing, or and ailady
of many admirable traits
rubbing of any raw or leaf tiobacco,
of character. She was a devout
Main Street,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Good Times.
or otherwise preparing raw ler leaf Christ
U
ian and was a member of the
NEW YORK, April 2.—Sidney
tobacco, or manufactured or PartialCumberland Presbyterian church.
The Fairview heview says:
Johnston Hayden committed suicide
ly manufactured tobacco or snuff, or Funera
l services will be held SunOn last Saturday night, the Mason- in New York by plunging twentythe putting up for use of consump
If you don't buy clothing from J. T. Wall
day afternoon at 2 o'clock ac the late
ic
fraternity of this city at a regular one stories from an office building.
tion of scraps, waste, ellimings,
residence conducted by the Rev. Dr.
al Co., you don't buy Clothing right.
meeting, conferred the master's de- His fall to the street was uninterstems, or deposits of tobaco .resultJ. L. Wyatt and the remains will be gree
on three candidatet. The work rupted, and every bone in his body
ing from any process of handling tointerred in Hopewell cemetery.
was done by Geo. M. Clark, master was crushed. He was a Louisville
bacco, or by the working or pOparaof Hopkinsville lodge, No. 37; J. W. man, the son of Mrs. Dudley Haytion of leaf tobacco, tobacco stems,
Spring, 134pautiful
Carloss, master of James Moore den. He was a railroad man located
scraps, clippings, or waste, by sift- NEW BOOKS IN
lodge,
No. 230, Pee Dee, and the in this city before he went to New
ing, twisting, screening or other proSpring
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
master
of
the local lodge,of this city. York several years ago.
cess, shall be regarded as a 'manuAll Nature awakThe following new boohs have just After the work, the wives Of the Mafacturer of tobacco; provided, that
sons of this place set a feast before
ening.
unstemmed tobacOo in the natural been added to the Hopkiusville
them fit for the gods. There were
leaf and not manufactured or altered lic Library:.
Hesper, Hamlin Garland.
visiting members from Hopk iusville,
in any manner, shall not be subject
Pembroke, Trenton, Pee Dee and
Rebecca, Kate Douglas Wiggin.
to any internal revenue tax or
Elkton
Calderon'a Prisoner, Alice' Duer
, aird several seighboring
charge of any kind whatsoever;
Miller.
lodges
.
The Masonic lodge, of this L. L. Elgin Offers to Return Money
and,
If Hyomei Treatment Fails To
The Lightning Conductor, Wil- city has nearly doubled its member"It shall be unlawful for any perCure Catarrh Without Stomship in the last six mouths.
son to buy and sell such unsteirnmed liamson.
ach Dosing.
Barlasch of The Guards, Henry S.
tobacco in the leaf without payment
earacrOarroas
If fora few minutes four times a
of tax of any kind," provided further Merriman.
•
•
OVITI.CMCP4
Show the world you are living
day
you
breath
Hyome
e
i,
all
catarrh
Heart of Rome, Marion Crawford.
MASS •
that any person who sells natural
al germs will be destroyed and the
—you are progressive. Be
SCHL SS BROS is CO
Judith of the Plains, Marie Manleaf tobacco to manufacturers ',If toIrritat
mucou
ed
s
membr
ane
restore
d
FINE CLOTHES MAKERS
R. C. Morefieid of HopkinsYoung, Snappy, Stylish.
bacco, snuff or cigars shall be deem- ning.
to health.
yule Tells of a C2130.
ed and considered a dealer in leaf to- The Time App Anted, A. M. BarWith every Hyomei outfit there is
a neat inhaler which can be carried
bacco and become subject to all the bour.
Quick work counts.
in the purse or pccket. Hyomei
Hendersos. Rs • Young,
provisions, rules and regulations of
Results tell the tale.
breathed through this contains the
Sallie of Mi_ses Iri. it I-0 Young.
No delay about Doan's Kidney Pills.
sub-section 6 of section 3244, tnited
same healing balsams that are found
They do their work quickly and well
Sir Mortimer, MA1_, J oh nston.
States Revised Statutes, as anstsnded
in the air upon the moustains. where
Here's
local proof of it.
The
Delive
rance. Ellen Glasgow.
catarrh is unknown.
by section 14, act of March 1.i1 1879,
R. C. Morefield, Sr., real estate
It cicstroys all catarrhal germs in
My Friend Prospero, H. Harland. dealer
and also as amended by the al,ct of
and associated swith the
the
air passages of the head, throat
Wings of the Morning,Earl Tracey. Christian County Title Co., residin
March 3, 1883, and further shilll be
g and nose, and makes a positive and
Some of the other late popular at 222 W. 17th at., says: "For sevsubject to all the provisions of secpermanent cure of catarrh.
eral years the condition of my back
tion 3360, United States Revised novels on the shelves are:
The complete outfit costs but $1
and of the kidney secretions furnGordon Keith, Thomas Nelson
while extra bottles of Hyomei can
Statutes, as amended by Beetle!' 14,
ished amp!e evidence that I was
be obtained for 50e, making it one of
act of March 1, 1879, and of seetions Page
suffering from kidney disorders.
the
most economical of treatments
Golden Fleece, David Phillips.
3369 and 3391, United States Revised
The aching in my back would come
A good fitting suit is a great tonic- it makes you
for catarrh.
Calvert of Strathore, Carter Good- on by spells often so severe that it
Statutes; and provided furtheri that
Mr. Elgin believes so thoroughly
feel good all over. There is an exhilaration—a
' was painful for me to stoop, to
farmers and growers of tobacco; may loe.
in the merits of Hyomei, that he
supreme satisfaction—in the knowledge that your
straighten up or to attempt any sudguarantees to return the money if it
Silver Poppy, Arthur Stringer,
sell leaf tobacco of their own growth
den movement. I saw Doan's Kidgarments are the CORRECT models—that they
fails. This is certainly the strong**
and raising to manufacturers of to- *The Dowager Countess, Lillian ney Pills advertised
locally and evidence he can give
are designed and made by the Greatest Clothes
of his faith in
bacco, snuff or cigars without being Bell.
thinking that that they might help
Makers in the world. Every garment has the
the Hyomei treatment without risk
Lees'and Leaven, Edward Town- me, got a box at Thomas ez Trahern's of spendi
considered leaf growers or manufacng money for nothing.
maker's stamp
drug store. I had used them only a
turers of tobacco and shall nist be send.
Ask Mr. Elgin to show you a Hyfew days when I noticed a marked
1
omei outfit and explain to you what
The Two Vanrevels, Booth Tarksubject to the sections of the la vit and
I
improvement in my condition and I
a simple and easy way it is to reamendments thereof above narried." ington.
continuee the treatment. It did me
lieve and cure your catarrhal
- Captain Macklin, Davis.
more good than any medicine I had
troubles.
1
CASE OF SMALLPDX.
ever used, and thatis putting it mildCome, we will be glad to see you, glad to show
Pigs in Clover, Denby.
`46
.
1
(Special to New Era)
ly.
You
may
publish
my statement
One Woman, Dixon.
you what's new and nobby in spring apparel. You
GRACEY, Ky., April 4.—Mack
at any time and I will do all I can to
Daughter of a Magnate, Frank
are welcome, thrice welcome.
Eicketts, colored, has developed a
let the value of Dsan's Kidney Pills
case of smallpox. His house hasbeen Spew man.
be known."
Proud Prince, Justin Huntley Mc- ; For sale by all dealers
quarantined and there is no danger
. Price 50
Easter is named from the feast day
earthy.
of the disease spreadirg.
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United of the goddess Ostara of Eostre. She
Call of the Wild, Jack London.
To Cure a Cold in One Dy.
States.
was supposed to be the personifica-1
Black Shilling, Amelia Barr.
Remem
ber
the name-Doan's-and tion of the opening of the year. The
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine trab
Blount of Breckenhow,Beulah Ma- take no
other.
I
lets. All druggists refund the money
Anglo-Saxon name for April was Esrie Dix.
If it falls to ours. E. W. GroveloigFor biliousness, headache:-dyspepsia torrnonath, and it is still known in I
Letters Home, W. D. Howells.
nature is on each box. So.
take Dr.Thacher's Li
—Ye:and Blond Syrup. Germany as Ostermonat.

PLUNGED TO
HIS DEATH

CURE CATARRH
BY BREATHING.

T. M. Jones,

Dress
Up

QUICK WORK.

Be a Leader
Be Somebody
Clothes Do It
The Right Kind

'Tis a Guarantee of the Best"

EASTER.

J.EWA&Co

4

ft,

_

X first person whom Christ honored after concerning
VMS,
Christ, and not until he ex- in. for help. Spades were
-4
brought,
the resurrection was the sinful but the plained them
did they perceive *at L ad there, at his very doorstep,
repentant Mary. The next persons the events
was
which had so puzzled and dug a well which gave preci
ous life
whom he honored with his divine pres- distressed
them were precisely those saving drink to his family and
the peoence on the first Easter day were the which had
been predicted centuries be- ple of the surrounding hills.
ICA1
Thus
, my
two
disci
ples on the Emmaus road, fore. It came as a right visua
IT COSTS YOU Noriumo To INYESTIOATL
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